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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Art and Design, Audio Arts and Acoustics, Education, 
Interactive Arts and Media, Interdisciplinary Arts, Photography 
Saturday, May 16, 2009, 1:30 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2009 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins , Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
3CJVE and The Commencement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing. Director) 
The Pop Rock Ensemble 3 (Bill Boris, Instructor) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESSI ONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hal I 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Li~ Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Allen Pote 
INTRODUCTION 
Charles Cannon, Presiding 
Science and Mathematics Departn,ent Faculty 
MANIFEST 2009 
Scenes from our 2009 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chainnan of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Introduction by Or. Warrick L. Carter, President 
Kunihiko Ukifune, Businessman and Educator 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Alison Knowles, Artist 
Presented by Jeff Abell , Interdisciplinary Arts Department Faculty and Associate Chair 
MUSIC 
Love Train 
By Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Commencement Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2009 VALEDICTORIAN 
Ruth Anne Mazur, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Doreen Bartoni. Dean, School of Media Arts 
Benj Kanters, Audio Arts and Acoustics, Acting Chair 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Pablo Martinez Monsivais ('94) 
Presented by John H. White. Photography Department, Artist in Residence 
MUSIC 
All is Prepared and Stay, Frederick, Seay! from Columbia's 2009 Production of 
Tile Pirates of Penzance. or The Slave of Duiy 
Music by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan 
Performed by Dan Beno and Genevieve Perrino 
Musical Direction and Accompaniment by Andra Velis-Simon 
POEM 
I Will Sing 
By Thomas Mowe, Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing - Poetry 
Tony Trigllio, Director Creative Writing - Poetry 
Ken Daley, English Department Chair 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love. Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Don ·1 Get Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management, 
ASL - English Interpretation, English (Creative Writing - Poetry), 
Fiction Writing, Journalism, Radio, Television 
Sunday, May 17, 2009, 10:00 a.m. 
PRES H OW 
The 2009 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago·s 
student ensembles: 
The Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins, Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
3CVJE and The Co1n1nencement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Pop Rock Ensemble 3 (Bill Boris, Instructor) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROC ESSIONA L 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Li~ £very Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Allen Pote 
INTRODUCTIO N 
David Berner, Presiding 
Radio Department Faculty 
MANIFEST 2009 
Scenes from our 2009 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner. Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Introduction by Or. Warrick L. Carter, President 
Carla Oelfos. Arts Education Advocate 
Presented by Steven Kapelke. Provost and Senior Vice President 
Ray Bradbury, Author 
Presented by Sam Weller, Fiction Writing Department Faculty 
MUSIC 
Love Train 
By Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Commencement Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2009 VALED ICTORIAN 
Ayisha Anne Jaffer, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Dennis Rich, Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management Department Chair 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Pete Janos (' 82) 
Presented by Jeff Flock, Fox Business Network Correspondent 
MUSIC 
All ls Prepared and Stay, Frederick, Stay/ from Columbia's 2009 Production of 
The Pirates of Penzance, or The Slave of Duty 
Music by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan 
Performed by Dan Beno and Genevieve Perrino 
Musical Direction and Accompaniment by Andra Velis-Simon 
POEM 
I Will Sing 
By Thomas Mowe, Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing - Poetry 
Tony Trigilio, Director Creative Writing - Poetry 
Ken Daley, English Departn1ent Chair 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Don ·1 Get Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
6 
Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Dance, Dance/Movement Therapy and Counseling, Film & Video, 
Humanities, History, and Social Sciences (Cultural Studies), 
Marketing Communication, Music, Theater 
Sunday, May 17, 2009, 3:00 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2009 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Recording and Performance Ensemble (Gary Yerkins. Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
3CVJE The Commencement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Pop Rock Ensemble 3 (Bill Boris, Instructor) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Allen Pote 
INTRODUCTION 
Sheldon Patinkin, Presiding 
Theater Department Chair 
MANIFEST 2009 
Scenes from our 2009 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Introduction by Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
Lee El iot Berk, Esq. , Music Educator 
Presented by J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Depart,nent Chair 
Thomas Misner, Audio Engineer, Producer, and Educator 
Presented by Doreen Bartoni, Dean, School of Media Arts 
Trisha Brown, Dancer and Choreographer 
Presented by Bonnie Brooks, Dance Department Chair 
MUSIC 
Love Train 
By Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Commencement Choir 
PRES IDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
8 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2009 VALEDICTORIAN 
Carly Anne Pribyl. Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts , Marketing Communication 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean. School of Media Arts 
Margaret Sullivan, Marketing Communication Department Chair 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Sharon Mesmer ( '83) 
Presented by Deborah Holdstein. Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
MUSIC 
All is Prepared and Stay. Frederick, Seay! from Columbia's 2009 Production of 
T11e Pirates of Penzance. or The Slave of Duey 
Music by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan 
Performed by Dan Beno and Genevieve Perrino 
Musical Direction and Accompaniment by Andra Velis-Simon 
POEM 
I Will Sing 
By Thomas Mowe, Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing · Poetry 
Tony Trigilio, Director Creative Writing · Poetry 
Ken Daley, English Department Chair 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke. Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean. School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
El iza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean. School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Get Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 
By Francis Scott Key 
Oh , say can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our fl ag was still there. 
0 say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the ho1ne of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of tl1e deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread si lence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfu lly blows, now conceals, now discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning·s first beam, 
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! 0 long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
Fro1n the terror of flight, or the gloom of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war"s desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just, 
And this be our motto: ··1n God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
o·er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
10 
LI FT EVERY VO ICE AND SING 
By James Weldon Johnson 
Lift every voice and sing. till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise, high as the listening skies, 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song full or the faith that the dark past has taugl'lt us, 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us: 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun, 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod. bitter the chastening rod, 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died: 
Yet with a steady beat. have not our weary feet, 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered: 
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright star Is cast. 
God of our weary years, God of our silent tears, 
Thou Who hast brought us thus far on the way; 
Thou Who hast by Thy might, led us into the light, 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God. where we met Thee. 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee, 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, may we forever stand, 
True to our God, true to our native land. 
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The 2009 Winner of t he 
Allen and Lynn Turner Commencement Poetry Competition 
I WILL SING 
I appreciate, and sing, when there is occasion, 
such as a birth, a 1niracle, an electrical storm, 
a stonn to end electricity, I will sing to that, 
and anything else that takes away 
what we were not born with or grew into, 
such as plastic, but not fingertips. 
I would like to lose everything I was born with, 
everything I grew into, or at least hide it, 
so that people who love me love me for what I've taken, 
what I have, and when a storm comes and takes that too away, 
for no reason at all. I would love to be preferred by people 
the way people prefer, without thinking, being to nothing at all. 
12 
-Thomas Mowe, Creative Writing- Poetry MFA '09 
DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
A CELEBRATION OF ARTISTS IN HUMAN SERVICE 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises, May 16 and 17, 2009 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding individuals in the arts. education, politics, and public 
information. These individuals have engaged their great talents in important human service, and their work and 
example embody the ideals and spirit of the College. 
Honorees of Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in: 
Art and Design, Audio Arts and Ac,oustlcs, Education, Interactive Arts and Media, 
lnterdisclpllnary Arts, Photography 
To be honored Saturday, May 16, 2009, 1:30 pm 
KUNIHIKO UKIFUNE 
Businessman and Educator 
Dr. Kunihiko Ukifune is the Chairman and CEO of the Jikei Group of Colleges in Japan, which he founded in Osaka 
in 1976. The group has since grown to 51 colleges located throughout Japan. Including campuses in Hokkaido, 
Miyagi. Tokyo. Saitama. Nagoya. Osaka, and Fukuoka. The colleges ofter programs across many fields . including 
performing arts, visual arts. social welfare, medical technology, culinary arts, and many others. Dr. Ukifune has 
contributed to international education and understanding by establishing and creating partnerships with several 
cross cultural education programs for American and Japanese students, such as the Jikei Group Study Abroad 
program: The University of California, Irvine Summer Session program: and the summer semester in Japan schol-
arship program with the University of West Florida, which began in 1991. In recognition of his work, Dr. Ukifune 
was awarded an Honorary Doctorate in International Education from the University of West Florida in 1995. He 
has served on several boards and administrative bodies, including the Board of Directors of The Japan Lighthouse 
Foundation, The Medical Insurance Administrators Foundation, and Community Colleges for International Educa-
tion, Inc. In the U.S. Dr. Ukifune has also served as chairman of The National Medical Secretary Education Council 
and The Seizo Aonogahara Social Welfare Association, as well as serving as President of the Rotary Club in Japan. 
Dr. Ukifune holds a Bachelor's Degree in Law from Kwansei University. 
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ALISON KNOWLES 
Artist 
Alison Knowles is a world-renowned artist and founding member of Fluxus. With Fluxus, she traveled and 
performed throughout Europe, Asia, and the United States. By invitation of George Maciunus, she also rnade 
the Bean Rolls, a canned book that appeared in the Whitney Museum exhibition The American Century (2000). 
Knowles composed the Notations book of experimental composition with John Cage and made Coeurs Vo/ants 
with Marcel Duchamp, both works published by Something Else Press. Her work The House of Dust, which was 
programmed with the help of composer Jim Tenney, was recognized as the first computer poem on record and 
won her a Guggenheim Fellowship. Knowles brought this work to CalArts where she taught from 1970-1972. She 
has served as guest Professor in Kassell, Germany and has exhibited her work around the world with exhibitions 
featured at Museun, of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles, the Drawing Center in New York, and the Tate Modern in 
London, among others. This year, from January through March, Knowles was part of The 3'" Mind: American Artists 
Contemplate Asia, 1860-1989 at the Guggenheim Museum, where she held a weekly performance with her Giant 
Beanturner. Knowles wi ll be the 2009 Artist-in-Residence at Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study - Harvard 
University. 
14 
Honorees of Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in: 
Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management, ASL - English Interpretation, English (Poetry), Fiction Writing, 
Journalism, Radio, Television 
To be honored Sunday, May 17. 2009, 10:00 am 
CARLA DELFOS 
Arts Education Leader and Executive 
Carla Delfos is the Executive Director of the European League of Institutes of the Arts (ELIA), an international 
organization that represents over 350 higher arts education institutions and universities in 4 7 countries. Delfos, 
who founded ELIA in 1990. has worked as an actress. theater director. and writer, and was the director of 
Foundation Euro Theater from 1987-1989. She worked as a drama teacher at the Theatre School of Amsterdam, 
served as a board member of the school from 1982-1989, and played an integral role In establishing the merger 
into the Amsterdam School of the Arts. In 1996, Delfos was knighted by the French government as Chevalier 
dans l'ordre des Arts et des Lettres. In 2001 she was awarded an Honorary Degree of Doctor of Art by the Robert 
Gordon University in Aberdeen. Delfos serves on several national and international boards including the European 
Foruin for the Arts and Heritage; the Lab For Culture; Theatre het Amsterdamse Bos; WalterMaas Huis: and Castrum 
Periginl. Delfos continues to teach theater on occasion. 
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RAY BRADBURY 
Author 
Ray Bradbury is one of the most beloved and proli fic authors of our tin1e. Over a period of sixty years, he has 
publ ished more than 600 short stories as well as novels, screenplays, and poetry. His best known books include 
The Martian Chronicles. The Illustrated Man, Something Wicked This Way Comes, and his classic dystopian novel, 
Fahrenheit 451. Bradbury's first foray into cinen,a came in 1953 when he wrote the screenplay for John Huston's 
film of Moby Dick. Many of Bradbury's works have been adapted for the screen, beginning in 1966 when Francois 
Truffaut created his controversial film interpretation of Fahrenheit 451. In 1980 The Martian Chronicles became a 
mini-series starring Rock Hudson and Bradbury's short story A Sound of Thunder was translated to fi lm in 2005. 
At nearly 90, Bradbury continues to produce. Works recently published include: From the Dust Returned, One More 
for the Road, Lets All Kill Constance. The Cat's Pajamas. a book of essays entitled Bradbury Speaks, and a large 
volurne of short fiction, Bradbury Stories. In 2001 he received The National Book Award for his contribution to 
American literature. and in 2004 he was awarded the National Medal of Arts by President George W. Bush and 
the National Endowment for the Arts. In 2007, Bradbury was honored with a Pulitzer Prize Special Citation, and 
awarded a medal from the French Ambassador to the United States naming him a Commandeur dans /'Ordre des 
Arts et des Lettres. The unique vision and creative drive of Ray Bradbury led to his involvement in developing 
the architectural design concepts for the United States Pavilion at the New York World's Fair, Spaceship Earth 
at Disney's Epcot, as well as the Glendale Galleria in California. Bradbury lives in Los Angeles with his beloved 
cat. Halli. 
16 
Honorees of Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in: 
Dance, Dance/ Movement Therapy and Counseling, FIim/ Video, Humanities, History, and Social Sciences 
(Cultural Studies) , Marketing Communication, Music, Theater 
To be honored Sunday, May 17, 2009, 3:00 pm 
THOMAS MI SNER 
Audio Engineer, Producer and Educator 
Thomas Misner is President of the School of Audio Engineering Institute (SAE) in Dubai. In 1976, Mr. Misner 
established the technology college, the first practical school of its type in the world. SAE is now a successful 
major enterprise with 59 locations in 24 countries around the globe. In 1999 Misner was awarded the "Doctor 
of the University" by Middlesex University, London. Also during 1999 he acquired the renowned recording studio, 
Studio 301. He has been involved with the production of more than 100 record albums serving as recording 
engineer, musician, and producer. He has been awarded two Ampex Golden Reel Awards, eight gold, and two 
platinum albums. 
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LEE ELI OT BERK 
Music Educator 
Lee Eliot Berk is President Emeritus of the Berklee College of Music in Boston and a member of the college's 
Board of Overseers. He served as second president of the college, succeeding his father Lawrence Berk, who 
founded Berklee College of Music in 1945. Dr. Berk was a leader in the establish1nent of the Boston Arts 
Academy, Boston's first high school for the visual and performing arts and the Berklee City Music program , which 
provides year-round music education and college scholarships for underserved urban students in grades 6-12 . 
The program received the national 2008 Coming Up Taller Award from the President's Committee on the Arts 
and Humanities. Dr. Berk has received nu1nerous awards and recognitions, including the ASCAP-Deems Taylor 
Award for Best Book in Music for his volume Legal Protection for the Creative Musician; the American Eagle Award 
from the National Music Council; The President's Merit Award from The National Academy of Recording Arts 
and Sciences; The Humanitarian Award from the International Association for Jazz Education; and the Imperial 
Decoration of the Order of the Rising Sun from Japan. Dr. Berk is a graduate of Brown University and received the 
degree of Juris Doctor fron, Boston University School of Law. He is retired and resides in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
18 
TRISHA BROWN 
Dancer and Choreographer 
Trisha Brown is the most widely acclaimed choreographer to emerge from the post-modern era, initially gaining 
public attention in the 1960s as part of the "dance revolution" at New York City's Judson Dance Theater. In 1970, 
Brown formed Trisha Brown Company and went on to create a body of groundbreaking work. She has collaborated 
with artists Robert Rauschenberg and Laurie Anderson and has made nearly one hundred dance works since 
1961, including several operas. Known also as a visual artist. Brown ·s drawings have been exhibited in group 
and solo exhibitions. Brown was the first female choreographer to receive the MacArthur Foundation Fellowship. 
Other honors include: Brandeis University's Creative Arts Medal in Dance, two John Simon Guggenheim 
Fellowships, a New York State Governor's Arts Award, and the National Medal of Arts. She was named a Chevalier 
dans l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres by the government of France in 1988. elevated to Offlcier in 2000, and to 
Commandeur in 2004. Brown served on the National Council on the Arts from 1994 to 1997 and is an Honorary 
Member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters. 
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2009 ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARDS 
Each year, the col lege recognizes alumni who have made outstanding contributions to their fields and e1nbody 
the mission of the institution. Awardees receive a uniquely crafted certificate that portrays a captured ray of light 
symbolizing their energy and spark of creativity. 
May their accomplishments inspire you, the Class of 2009, to strive for greatness along your chosen paths. 
PABLO MART INEZ MONSIVA IS 
Bachelor of Arts, Photography, 1994 
Pablo Martinez Monsivais is the son of a migrant laborer and the first of his siblings to be born in the United 
States. He grew up in Chicago's Mexican-American community of Little Village. 
After graduating with a degree in photography from Columbia, he began his career as a summer intern for the 
Chicago Sun-Times. At the end of the 13-week internship, and at the age of 24, the paper hired him as a staff 
photographer. There he worked on many local stories and covered everything fro1n parades to politics, from food to 
fashion, and from fires to sports. 
Since the fall of 1998, Pablo has been a staff photographer for the Associated Press' Washington Bureau, where 
he primarily covers the Office of The President and the Administration. In 1999, he won the Pulitzer Prize for 
feature photography for team coverage of the impeachment during the Clinton Administration. 
Pablo has received awards fro1n World Press Photo, The White House News Photographers Association, and the 
National Association of Hispanic Journalists. 
20 
• 
PETE JANOS 
Bachelor of Arts, Television. 1982 
Chicago native Pete Janos is CNN's Western/Midwestern Regional Bureau Chief. He oversees the network's news 
coverage for nearly half the United States. He has been involved in coverage of the Gulf War. the Mississippi 
floods, several hurricanes including Katrina, and the demolition of Comiskey Park. He has won a Peabody award. a 
DuPont Award, an ACE Award. and the Thaine Lyman Columbia College Scholarship Award. 
While finishing his senior year at Columbia, Janos got his first television job creating shows for a local cable 
company. He then landed the Producer/Editor job at CNN Chicago where he produced and directed several 
groundbreaking Jive reports for the network. His team broadcast the first ever live report from atop Mount 
Rushmore in South Dakota. as well as the first report under water in Pearl Harbor at the wreckage of the USS 
Utah. 
In 1994, CNN asked Janos to executive produce the network"s coverage of the O.J. Simpson murder trial from Los 
Angeles. A year later. when the trial concluded, Janos was promoted to CNN's Los Angeles Deputy Bureau Chief. In 
2003. Janos became the Bureau Chief where he now manages news coverage ,n 22 states. 
Pete lives in Los Angeles with his wife and two children. He Is a member of the Radio Television News Directors 
Association and is proud to have placed several dozen Columbia students into CNN internship programs In 
Atlanta, Chicago, and Los Angeles. 
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SHARON MESMER 
Bachelor of Arts, English, 1983 
Sharon Mesmer is the recipient of a 2008 Fulbright Senior Specialist grant, two New York Foundation for the Arts 
fellowships (1999, 2007), and the co-recipient of a 2009 Jerome Foundation grant. 
She received the 1990 MacArthur Scholarship, given through Brooklyn College·s MFA program, by nomination 
of Allen Ginsberg. Her three poetry collections are The Virgin Formica (Hanging Loose, 2008), Annoying Diabetic 
Bitch (Combo Books, 2008), and Half Angel, Half Lunch (Hard Press, 1998). Her fiction collections include Ma Vie 
a Yonago (Hachette Litteratures, 2005, in French) and In Ordinary Time and The Empty Quarter (Hanging Loose 
2005 and 2000). In January 2009 Mesmer was featured with other Flarf Collective poets on National Public 
Radio's "Studio 360 with Kurt Andersen." From 2003-2006 her column, "Seasonal Affect: appeared in the 
French magazine Purple. In 1998, "Virgo Mater Creatrix," her libretto in Latin (composed for Prix de Rome-winning 
composer Barbara Kolb), premiered at the International Festival of Women Composers at Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania. 
She currently teaches graduate poetry seminars, as wel l as undergraduate literature courses and fiction 
workshops, at the New School in Manhattan. Before moving to New York in 1988, Mesmer was active in the 
Chicago poetry scene, co-founding two publications. B City and letter eX. She appeared in the 1984 documentary 
"The New Alchemy." produced by Deborah Pintonelli with support from Columbia's Albert Weisman Scholarship. 
She served as poetry co-editor for Hair Trigger in 1981 and graduated with honors in 1983. Mesmer was born and 
raised in Back-of-the-Yards. 
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A RE CORD OF RECOGNIT IONS * 
1964-2009 
en 2009 Kunihiko Ukifune Businessman 2003 Russell Simmons Art & Music Advocate 0 
and Educator 2003 Lois Weisberg Arts Manager & Advocate 0 2009 Alison Knowles Artist 2003 Tony Kushner Celebrated Playwright N 2009 Carla Delfos Arts Education Leader and 2003 Henry Fogel Arts Manager & Advocate 
Executive 2003 John Wideman Celebrated Author u.. 
2009 Ray Bradbury Author 0 
2009 Thomas Misner Audio Engineer, Producer 2002 Grace Paley Author and Activist 
and Educator 2002 Alan Arkin Actor and Director Cf) 
2009 Lee Eliot Berk, Esq. Music Educator 2002 Jawole Willa Jo Zolla Director and Cf) 
2009 Trisha Brown Dancer and Choreographer Choreographer <( 
2002 Lewis Manilow Art Advocate ....J 
2008 Dan Rather Journalist and Broadcaster u 
2008 Philip Bailey, Ralph Johnson, 2001 Alton B. Harris Outstanding Columbia 
LJ.J Maurice White, Verdine White Renowned College Chicago Trustee 
I Musicians and Recording Artists 2001 Jesse L. Jackson, Jr. Member of the United 
2008 Graciela Iturbide Celebrated Photographer States House of Representatives I-
2001 John Szarkowski Curator, Photohistorian, u.. 2007 Joe Adams Producer and Arts Manager Writer, & Photographer 0 2007 Armyan Bernstein Producer. Screenwriter, 
and Director 2001 Danny K. Davis Congressrnan and Advocate I-2007 Dionne Warwick Renowned Recording Artist for Education z 
2001 Lisel Mueller Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet LJ.J 2006 Buddy Guy Blues Musician 2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and ~ 2006 Bernard Sahlins The Second City Founder Com1nunity Activist LJ.J 2006 Linda Johnson Rice Journalist 2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter 
u 2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding Contributor in 
z 2005 Bill Viola Video Artist the Field of the Arts 
2005 Mark Heister Fashion Designer LJ.J 
2005 Alan Kay Computer Innovator 2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of ~ 
Children ~ 2004 Bill T. Jones Artistic Director and 2000 Sidney L. Port Philanthropist. Businessman. 
Choreographer and Son of Chicago 0 
2004 M ary Ellen Mark Photographer and Humanist 2000 Robert V. Remini Scholar and Teacher u 
2004 Frank Rich Author. Editor and Cultural Critic 2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent Film 
23 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher 1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Driving Force Behind 
and Corporate Leader Social Progress in Chicago 
1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and 1995 Eugene C. D' Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst 
Champion of Women in the Communications Industry 
1999 William E. Strickland, Jr. Empowering the 1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in 
Disadvantaged Through the Arts the United States 
1999 Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. Storyteller, 1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definition of 
Poet. and Voice of Truth Entertainer 
1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the 1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob 
Children Prime Minister of The Republic of Namibia 
1998 John H. Bryan Exemplary Leadership in 1994 Myrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of Justice 
Business and the Arts 1994 Reverend John T. Richardson A Chicago 
1998 William Warfield Magnificent Voice of the Leader in Higher Education 
Century 1994 Rita Simo Musician , Teacher, and Social 
1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Times Reforn,er 
1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our 
1997 Fred Eychaner Media Innovator and Generation 
Inspiring Activist 
1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Activist and 1993 Etta Moten Barnett Stage and Film 
First Lady of the City of Chicago Performer, and Arts Educator 
1997 James W. Compton Champion of Racial 1993 Cindy Pritzker President, Board of 
Equality Directors, Chicago Public Library 
1993 Rigoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner 
1996 Irv Kupcinet A Man, a City, an Era 1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contributor to 
1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago's Pioneering the Success of Columbia College 
Investment Leader 1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 
1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Magic, 1993 Cokie Roberts Senior News Analyst, 
and Dreams National Public Radio 
1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture 
1996 Paul Simon United States Senator 1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist 
1992 Mathilde Krim Medical Scientist and AIDS 
1995 Victor Skrebneski Photographer and Artist Crusader 
1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive 
People 
24 
1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director, 1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to 
The Negro Ensemble Company Human Welfare 
1991 Helen Valdez President. Mexican Fine Arts 1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of a, 
Center Museum Agriculture 0 
1991 Johnathan Rodgers President, CBS Television 0 
Stations 1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and N 
1991 Willard L. Boyd, President, Field Museum of Educator 
Chicago 1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 u.. 
and Peace 1962 0 
1990 Faith Hubley Animator and Il lustrator 1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director, 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice TransAfrica (.f) 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer 1986 William Ford United States Congressman (.f) 
1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer 1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Atomic <x: 
1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist Scientists _J 
() 
1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate For Peace, 1985 1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Daily News LJ.J 1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian 1985 Eileen Southern Music Historian 
1989 Bernice Weissbourd President. Family Focus 1985 Ray Nordstrand President. WFMT, Inc. :r: 
1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics 1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien Diplomat I-
and Writer u.. 
1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President. Northeastern 0 
University, Boston 1984 William Appleman Williams Historian 
1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist 1984 John Lewis Composer. Musician, and Founder I-
1988 John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie Jazz Trumpeter of the Modern Jazz Quartet z 
1988 William Jullus Wilson Sociologist 1984 Victor Navasky Editor, The Nation Magazine LJ.J 
1988 Ardis Krainik General Director, Lyric Opera 1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader ~ 
of Chicago LJ.J 
1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, () 1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President, NBC News City of Chicago 
z 1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, 1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 
Social Service Administration Representative to UNICEF LJ.J 
1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Filmmaker ~ 
1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder, DuSable 1983 Christopher Jencks Educator ~ Museum 0 
() 
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1982 Helen Caldicott Peace Advocate 1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer, Fi lmmaker, 
1982 Sherry Lansing President, 20th Century Fox and Writer 
1982 Luis Valdez Writer Director and Producer 1977 Daniel Schorr Broadcast Journalist 
1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer 
1982 Garry Wills Columnist 1976 John Hammond ·'Columbus'" of American 
Music 
1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist 1976 Roman Vishniac Biologist and 
1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist Microphotographer 
1981 Michael Cacoyannis Film Director 1976 Katherine Kuh Art Critic, Curator, and Writer 
1981 Marilyn French Writer 1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator and Social Critic 
1981 George McGovern Statesman 1976 Ed Bullins Playwright 
1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman, Field Foundation 1975 Arthur Mitchell Director, Dance Theatre 
of Illinois of Harlem 
1980 Harry Weese Architect 1975 "Bricktop" Entertainer 
1980 Lois Wille Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner 1975 Alexander L.C. Wilder Composer 
1980 Ronald Williams President, Northeastern 1975 George W. Bonham Editor-in-Chief, Change 
Illinois University 1975 Seymour M . Hersh Pulitzer Prize-winning 
Reporter 
1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways 
1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist 1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Distinguished Lawyer 
1979 M aya Angelou Poet 1974 Ivan Albright Artist 
1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist 1974 James T. Farrell Writer 
1979 Tom Wicker Journalist 1974 Ruth Page Dancer 
1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian 
1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher 
1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist 1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Editor, 
1978 Abby Mann Television and Film Writer New York Times 
1978 Addie Wyatt Labor Humanist 1973 Bob Fosse Film, Theater, and Television 
1978 Carlos Chavez Composer-Conductor Director 
1973 Rosa Parks Montgomery, Alabama 
1977 Oriana Fallaci Journalist 1973 Myles F. Horton Director, Highlander Folk 
1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator School 
1977 M aria Martinez Potter 1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, 
Illinois Board of Higher Education 
26 
1972 Quentin D. Young National Chairman, Medical 
Con,mittee for Hun1an Rights 
1972 Pauline Kael Motion Picture Critic 
1972 Chester "Howlin' Wolf" Burnett Musician 
1972 Neil Sheehan Reporter, New York Ti1nes 
1972 William F. Russell Sports Commentator, 
Coach, and Athlete 
1972 Newton N. Minow Public Servant and Attorney 
1971 William Proxmire United States Senator, 
Wisconsin 
1971 Kay Boyle Writer 
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public 
Theatre and Shakespeare Festival 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. President. Malcoln1 X 
College, Chicago 
1971 Aaron Siskind Photographer and Teacher 
1970 R. Buckminster Fuller Architect 
1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist 
1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chainnan. Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party 
1970 William M. Birenbaum President, Staten 
Island College, New York 
1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, B.V.M. President, 
Mundelein College, Chicago 
1969 Charles Wilbert White , Artist 
1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Pulitzer Prize 
Winner 
27 
1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington Composer 
1968 Louis J. "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1968 Ralph Nader Citizen 
1967 Dwight W. Follett Publisher 
1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet, and Playwright 
1967 Langston Hughes Poet 
1966 Eugene Rabinowitch Editor, Bulletin of 
Atomic Scientists 
1966 Frederick Douglas O'Neal President. Actors' 
Equity 
1966 John Brademas United States Congressman 
1965 Curtis D. MacDougall Distinguished Teacher 
1965 Paul Hamilton Engle Poet and Teacher 
1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet 
*Honorary Doctorates ,n Arts. Science. Letters. 
Music and Humane Letters 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 2009 
lya A. Bakare Kristina Leigh Fluty Kimberly Brooke Kaufman Annie Elizabeth Perry 
JOURNALISM DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
& COUNSELING & COUNSELING 
Emma Barton Greta Polo 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Jeffrey William Gilbert Jennifer Teresa Lacey DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY JOURNALISM & COUNSELING 
& COUNSELING 
Megan Blazek Charles David Lanzafan1e Mary Lisa Redmond 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Jessica Melville Goodin JOURNALISM CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION 
& COUNSELING DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING Karen Michele Louis Joseph Lee Riley 
Simone Charline INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Baskerville Katherine L. Grandstrand 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM Agnes T. Masnik Jessica Louise Rosenberg 
JOURNALISM JOURNALISM 
Nadia D. Beidas Jen Halman 
JOURNALISM INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS Ebony L. McCline Aqueena H. Smith 
JOURNALISM DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
Erica Noel Christoffer Kathryn M. Haviland & COUNSELING 
JOURNALISM INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS Jessica Christine Melville 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Linda Torres 11 
Alexandria D'Aurio Laura Heather Hobson & COUNSELING INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS ~ & COUNSELING Amanda Elizabeth Mitchell Al ma Valenzuela 
Christopher James Johnson DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY JOURNALISM 
Nicole Grace DiBacco JOURNALISM & COUNSELING 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Sabrina Marie Washington 
& COUNSELING Cynthium Johnson- Anna Carolyn o·connoll DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
Woodfolk DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY & COUNSELING 
Michelle Ann Doellman CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION & COUNSELING 
JOURNALISM WRITING (COMBINED DEGREE Andrea M. Welling I PROGRAM) Michael Lucas Pasternak DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Lea Christine Erwin JOURNALISM & COUNSELING 
J JOURNALISM Karla Jean Karpowicz DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Meghan Huettel White 
& COUNSELING JOURNALISM 
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CAND IDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT 2009 
Katherin Ferrell Austin 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Justin M. Beal 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Luciana Bon,tazl 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Shannon Mane Bourne 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Angela Lynn Brandenburger 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Shea R. Bredenkamp 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Hui-Hun Chuang 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Paula Ann Colletti 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Bianca Ryana Davis 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Anneliese M. DeD,emar 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Cara Jean Dehnert 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
LaToria Derrough 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Rachel DeVllle 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Tracey Jean Drobot 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
LaToya Shawnt'e Dupree 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Alexandra C. Eidenberg 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Gia E. Fondren 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Myiesha Latash Gordon 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Hollis K. Gorski 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lyndsey M. Greer 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
29 
Radia A. Hassan 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Crystal Rae 
Hendricks-Kretzer 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Helen Elena Heslup 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Alyssa Marie Jaksa 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Allison Nicole Kamisky 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Justin Gregory Kamps 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jenna Therese Kaferly 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Benjamin Harlow Kelner 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Bridget Anne Kennedy 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Danilo Kov1hc 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Josef H. Lindsey 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Khara Aisha Matthews 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Ian Seth Mendelsohn 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Michelle E. Merritt 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Kristin Leigh 
M1chalkiewicz 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Allison Marie Miller 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Sarah Anne MIiier 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Nina Numminen 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Ashley M. Paustian 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Aimee Lyn Quinkert 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
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MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT 2009 CONTINUED 
Fabiola Michele Ryan Andrew Smith Lauren M. Waring Chanelle Renee Yarber 
Quinones ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Frank G. Snover Morgan Elizabeth Susannah Reid Young 
Brandi Dean Rose ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & Washington ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Brooke Megan Francesca Esmeralda 
Leah Zoe Rosenthal Stelmazewski Nicole Janine Wells Zepeda-Gutierrez 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
David Schmitz Kathlyn Zaheerah Sultan Travis E. Whitlock 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Tricia Carolyn Shanahan Andrea Anne Walsh Shayne I. Wulbert 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
30 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 2009 
Susan Thea Buntrock Kenneth Jun Oishi Aida Sanchez 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Phillip N. Cabeen Kwadwo A. Oppong·Wadie Stacey Christine Lowery 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Alissa Marie Franks Emma Rose Ott Katherine Cecelia Shockey 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Caroline Jean Frede Laura Dianne Roberson Adam Shortlidge 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Joseph Richard Leonard Ill Mary Frances Rodriguez Peter Stewart Tobio Stover 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 2009 
Katharyn Addcox 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Elon Eugene Arblture 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Jordan Alan Balagot 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Scott Robertson Beahm 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Brooke Berger 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Kathryn Mary Bergquist 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Catherine Anne 
Birmingham 
FILM & VIDEO 
Duncan Watt Blickenstaff 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
31 
Julia Lynne Borcherts 
CREATIVE WRITING . ACTION 
Melissa Jeanne Bouchard 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Tony Bowers 
CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION 
Kashai Latrice Bright 
CREATIVE WRITING ACTION 
Laura Thompson 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
British Keanya Ward 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Sarah Alice Weidmann 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Maria Cristina Cabrera 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Rachel Cammenga 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Joseph Wayne Cooper 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
THE SCREEN 
Mercedes Yolanda Cooper 
FILM & VIDEO 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS 2009 CONTINUED 
Erin C. Cramer Kenneth Ray Gerleve Amy Elizabeth Jacobs Thomas Gregory Mowe 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY 
PAPER ARTS PAPER ARTS PAPER ARTS 
Theresa Nemeth-Louis 
Mae Melinda Crosby Nicole A. Grangruth Cynthium Johnson-Woodfolk CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHY CREATIVE WRITING FICTION 
SCREEN WRITING (COMBINED DEGREE Herman Gale Nicholson Ill 
Allison Marie Grant PROGRAM) PHOTOGRAPHY 
Christopher J. Davis PHOTOGRAPHY 
FILM & VIDEO Yuko Kagawa Ozgur Olce 
Jasmine Serena Greer ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Jana Lynn Dawson INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION MEDIA Ryan Joseph Klos Benjamin Olson 
CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION FILM & VIDEO 
Misty 8. De Berry She'ree L. Greer 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION Dagmara Kurcz Matthew D. Pierce 
MEDIA CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
Colleen Halloran MEDIA 
Tyler Flynn Dorholt FILM & VIDEO Brandy Nicole LaChapelle 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Deborah Plntonelli 
Nadia Marie Hayek PAPER ARTS CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION 
Nyati Doshi INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE Meghan M. Lee Robert Possehl 
Victor Hernandez CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
Lauren DuBeau Stumpfhauser PAPER ARTS 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE Lisa Lindvay 
PAPER ARTS SCREEN PHOTOGRAPHY Daniel Prazer 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Andrew MacArthur Edwards Catherine Hovis Gianina K. Lockley 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & Robert Ramos Jr 
SCREEN MEDIA MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
Geoffry Wlnston Hyatt THE SCREEN 
Maureen Colleen Ewing CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION Katherine Jean Mahalic 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY FILM &VIDEO Grant W. Ray 
Theodore A. Jackie PHOTOGRAPHY 
Jessi Lee Gaylord CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY Kevin G. Malella 
CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION PHOTOGRAPHY Erin Elizabeth Rehberg 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
32 
MASTER OF FIN E ARTS 2009 CONTINUED 
Meghan Reilly 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY 
Michael Andrew Reinders 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Kenyatta D. Rogers 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY 
Benjamin Scott Rogerson 
ALM & VIDEO 
Marian Irene Runk 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Stephanie L. Shaw 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Karol Shewmaker 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Ryan Thomas Sinon 
CREATIVE WRITING ACTION 
Nicole Jeanette Slaboch 
CREATIVE WRITING FICTION 
Nathaniel J. Smith 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Joseph Alexander Sonne 
CREATIVE WRITING ACTION 
Jon D. Steinhorst 
ALM & VIDEO 
Stacey Stormes 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & MEDIA 
Andrew Perry Terhune 
CREATIVE WRITING POETRY 
Yvette Kinshasa Thomas 
CREATIVE WRITING POETRY 
Michelle Montgomery Tyler 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Kame,shia Denfce Wooten 
FILM & VIDEO 
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Valedictorians 
Ruth Anne Mazur, Bachelor of Arts, Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Ayisha Anne Jaffer, Bachelor of Arts, Arts, Entertainment, and Media Managen,ent 
Carly Anne Pribyl, Bachelor of Arts, Marketing Communication 
Candidate s for the 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 2009 
Anthony Michael Bracco• 
Colin Lee Brennan 
KeJuan Darnell Carter 
Jessica Ann Hunt* 
Cooper Michael Rich 
34 
Candidates for the 
BA C H ELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2009 
Jacqueline Acosta 
Samantha Kaye Adolfo• 
Emanuel Aguilar 
Bianca Aguirre• 
Dalia Amara+ 
Elsa Vera Anderson• 
Benjamin Scott Andis• 
Philip Michael Andrews 
Veselina Yordanova 
Angelova• 
Alexis A. Aprati 
Nicole Lynn Arand* 
Kathryn Marie Arthur 
Deirdre Corinne Auld 
Fabienne Edith Azor 
James R. Baker 
Korbi Lee Bare* 
Phil Barger 
Torreyanna Barley• 
Alexander Phillip Barnett 
Sarah Mina Bassett• 
Noah Michael Bazis• 
Mandy Elizabeth Beck* 
Ashley Nicole Bedore • 
Hedy Victoria Beine rt • 
Lindsay Rae Bell 
Ashley Louise Benke 
Brandi Lea Benkert• 
Kristina Marie Bereolos 
Filitsa Bisbikis 
Katie DeeAnn Bobulski 
Anne Marie Boothby 
Ryan Robert Bourque• 
Rachel Renee Bowman 
Chelsea Lynn Brand* 
Claire M. Bruhn'" 
Lisa Chean Bun• 
Andrew Joseph Burkholder 
Lorraine Cabana 
James Alan CacKovic~ 
Camille Cadenhead 
Angela Marie Caggiano• 
Brian Calderon 
Veronica 0. Calvo 
Nino Campos• 
Marissa Ashley Caniano 
Lindsey E Caple 
JIii Catherine Casey• 
Stacy Jewelle Castillo 
Shareen Sabhi Chehade* 
Yohei Chino 
Chulee Choowong-ln 
Emily Christine 
Christiansen• 
Margaret M. Coghlan 
Dan Aaron Coll 
Leigh Shannon Collins 
Rachel Marie Corsini• 
Jessica M. Covey• 
Lance Craig 
Elena T. Crimmins 
Whitney L. Cullens 
Michael Edward Dahl 
Asher Shimshone Danziger 
Amanda Chanel Darey 
Sarah J. Davis* 
Stefanie Lynn Dean 
Stewart L. Debrito 
Roberto Javier DeHoyos 
Jamie Lee Delinski 
Ralph Natividad Delos 
Reyes 
Leslie Delwor1h 
Melisa Ann Des Rosiers • 
Sarah Ann Dickerson• 
Suzanne Laura DiMarco 
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Angela Lyn Dombrowski 
Marisa Donaldson 
Madelyn Rose Doyle* 
Jessica L. Dyer 
Marilyn Elizabeth Eason 
Jessica L. Eccles-Ambrose 
Athanasia Christina 
Eliopoulos 
Peter Sopena Ella 
Leah Shayna Ernst• 
Mary Lyn Estanislao 
Allison Michelle Evans 
Jocelyn Chene Farwell• 
Amy Marie Fenderson• 
Marisa Therese Ferrara 
Andrea Lynn Fer1gus• 
Vincent Alexander Finazzo• 
Aidan Leigh Fitzpatrick· 
Christopher Martin Flores 
Johann Flores 
Katrina M. Flores 
John Carmine Franchi 
Jordan Freeman 
Lindsay N. Freres 
Shannon M. Frey 
Rachelle B. Friesen• 
Shannon Lynn Friziellie 
Jason Daniel Frohlichste1n• 
Erin Frumet • 
Kaelyn Marie Garcia 
Samantha C. Gardner 
Lindsey C. Gavel• 
Boris Geissler• 
Patrice Elaina Gentile• 
Angela Renae Goodman~ 
Susan Michelle Grace 
India Nicole Graham 
Elisa E. Greco 
Gertrude Lucille Haddix• 
Curtis Lowell Hager 
Amanda Morgan Hall• 
Wesley Lewis Hall 
Carolyn Lorraine Hallowell 
Brett William Harmon• 
Maia Liane Harms"' 
Kyle F. Harter 
Maria Christine 
Heineman* 
Riley B. Henderson 
Sarah Louise Henschel• 
Karen Ruth Hernandez• 
Kimberly Anne HIiton 
Minh Dai Hoang 
Anne M. Hobbs 
Neill Thomas Holley* 
Chris Bennett Holmes• 
Nick Holmes 
Andrew L. Holston 
David A. Horvath 
Carly E. Huber 
Lindsey R. Huddleston 
Jeremy Scott Huggins• 
Alexandra K. James* 
Erin Nicole Johnson 
Lauren Marie Jordan 
Amanda M. Kaliski * 
Bethany N. Kelly* 
Esther Y. Kim * 
Tammy H. Kim* 
Nicolette Opal Kittinger• 
Elizabeth Laura Klimek 
Laura Joy Korn• 
Tune Abraham Koshy 
Danielle A. Kothe 
Katerina Elia Kouzoukas 
Karina Koyama 
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Bachelor of Fin e Arts De g ree 2009 Co ntinued 
Jessica Lynn Kronika* 
Sean Padrig Krueger 
Erin Louise Kubicka 
Nicole Kuhlman• 
Matt Derek Ladewski 
Steven Andrew Lang 
Katelyn Jean Larive* 
Emma Pernilla Larsson* 
Luis 8. Lassio Sr. 
Sarah D. Lawshe* 
Jessica Leigh Lehenbauer* 
John Cortland Lemein 
Sa1riuel Joshua Levin 
Kristopher David Lewis 
A1rianda Elizabeth Lindsell 
Sonia Maria Lopez 
John Michael Lykowski* 
Katherine MacKenzie 
Matthew Scott Macomber 
Cynthia Michelle Maculan 
Heather Nicole Maguire 
Alison Rae Martin 
Alex J. Martinez~ 
Ash ley Rae Mathias 
Barbara Mauricio* 
Andrew Robert McComb,. 
Chad K McGavock* 
Robert McGivney 
Allyson Elizabeth McGovern 
Kimberly S. McGuire 
Danielle Christine 
McNaughton 
Eric Michael McNeil 
Molly McWilliams 
Mary Ellen Medonis 
Patiences. Meeks 
Jesus Mejia Jr. 
Tyler John Merkel* 
Pedro E. Merma 
Michael Metz* 
Michael Daniel Meyer* 
En1ily Rose Miller 
Mark A. Moleski* 
Stephen Christopher 
Monfils 
Elvia G. Montoya 
Blair Justine Moritz 
Shannon Marie Morris 
Julie Elizabeth Moses 
Gretchen Vasco Mueller 
Chester W. Munro* 
Joseph Lia1n Murtaugh 
Anna Louise Neiger* 
Jennifer T. Nellis* 
Jennifer E. Neve* 
Trinedy Jade Nguyen 
Ashlee Nicole Niec• 
Naomi Carol Norem 
Rebekah Lyn Nussbaun, • 
Lindsay J. Nyman 
Melissa Ochman* 
Edgar Ayala Ortiz 
Tanya Suzanne Osika* 
Annette Marie Ostrander• 
Adeyanju Faramade Otesile 
Cassandra J Ozouf 
Diona Lee Padron* 
Christine Sarah Pantle 
Ki Tae Park 
Joanna Aloysia Patterson 
Deborah D. Paulik"' 
Matthew Ryan Paulsen 
Lauren Marie Pearson* 
Jessica Lauren Pellegrino 
Julia Anne Pellizzari 
Katarzyna Anna Perry* 
Angela G. Pestano 
Elizabeth Michelle Peters* 
Sarah A. Pieczynski 
Sara Kristin Pittn1an 
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Jennifer Lee Platt 
Jocelyn Marie Portney 
Leslie Sonya Preucil 
Uuette Pun1a 
Blair Eileen Pyser· 
Kenton Daniel Quatman* 
Emmy C. Querubin 
Leonor I. Quezada 
Samantha R. Rahn 
Tara Leigh Reich* 
Salena Kristin Retsos 
Brandon Lamar Rials 
Jesa Rae Richards* 
Vaiva A. Rimeika* 
Alison Leslie Ritz* 
Tanya Robbins* 
Quinntella Ann Rodriguez 
Belen F. Romero* 
Jaime Lee Rovenstine* 
Brooke Ruckdaschel• 
Miguel Salgado 
Frederick Matthew Santa Ana 
Christina A. Santarelli" 
Erica A. Sanzeri 
Matthew B. Sargent* 
Sarah Ayesha Sarwar* 
Tim J. Schroeder 
Autumn Lily Schultz 
Shante A. Schwarz 
Heather Anne Sellitto 
Michael J Sena 
Kaylee Jeeyeon Seong* 
Ashley K. Sewell* 
Amie Maryam Shadlu* 
Jonathon David Shaft 
Rebecca Shaughnessy 
Jeannine A. Shea* 
Laura Elizabeth Shields• 
Aleksandr Shnayder" 
Amy E. Shultis 
Jason E. Sicat 
Eric Daniel Siegel" 
Zina Rosen1ary Simona it is• 
Amanda Ann Skolek 
Zach Sn,art 
Nico Alexander Smith 
David Ryan Snyder 
Modupe Sodamade"' 
Deanna Michelle Solis 
Nicholas Joseph Stadler 
Samantha Joan Stallings 
Shae C. Statser• 
Nicholas Andrew Steindorf" 
Marie Elizabeth Stenger* 
Jennifer Anne Stlaske* 
Hilary Rae Strohschein 
Ian Sturomski 
Ricardo Sunay 
Stephanie Elizabeth Svaldi 
Hailey Louise Svenningsen 
Katie Rose Swanson• 
Bernadeta Maria Szopinska 
Chiara D. Tadeo 
Peter Kenji Takamori• 
Yuka Takeda" 
Waravit Thanapatanavibul * 
Michael Thies 
Amanda Marie Timm 
Sarah Traore* 
Alex Dante Trejo 
Lauren E. Turner 
Reginald Ilagan Valdezco* 
Jessica L. Vallee* 
Stephen Edward Vallera 
Miles R Vance* 
Alexandra Elizabeth 
Vanle,rimeren 
Anca Ligia Variciuc• 
Abraham Velazquez 
Angel Manuel Villa 
Bac he lor of Fine Arts Degree 2009 Continued 
Peenaporn Vtnijp1ttayagul Katharine Lee Welsh Kelly Carol Winter 
Summer Glynne Violett' Jennifer Welsing• Michael Francisco Wise 
Renee Esther Virgo• Theresa Margaret Brent Lee Woods 
Scott Alen Vosburgh Wendland· Lily Xue 
Alexandria Marie Vulpone Enc Paul Wenzel* Winston Lawrence Yanni 
Sarah Louise Walker• Eliza Page Wexelman Yuka Yonemura 
Jeremiah A. Wallis• Mackenzie White• Margaret Jin Yoon 
Shannon Watson Thomas R. Widmar• Rogelio Zamudio 
Marissa Kristina Webb• Linda M Williams Renee Lynn Zbylut• 
Glen A. Weinberg• Stephanie N. Williams Shawn Earl Zeilenga 
Frederick Walter Wells Katherine J. Wimbiscus Jabari Zuben 
Candidates for the 
BACHE LOR O F ART S DEGR E E 2009 
Marsharay Levell Abbott Fahad Alam Luke Richard Alvarez 
Darryl Edward Abernathy Jr. Ukaisha Al-Amin¼ Angelynn Alma Alzona 
Amber L. Abrahamson Kevin Albert Katrina L. Amante 
Vodrick T. Abrams Michelle L. Albert Shaden Amara• 
Christopher Allen Marisol Alcantar Jason T. Amor 
Achepohl* Mai Salah AI-Dadah Matthew Ancer 
Charles Ackley Anderson Rocio Linda Aldana Alex David Anderson• 
Lauren Elizabeth Adams Joshua David Aldis Angela Lyn Anderson 
Megan Ann Adams* Leslie Paige Aldrich Caren Joan Anderson 
Samuel F. Adams• Violeta Aleksieva Christopher R. Anderson 
Kitt A. Addison Chelsea Mane Alex Daniel H. Anderson 
Adebowale Adesuyi Panagiota Katerina Jessica Armstrong 
Sandra Rosemary Alexiadis Anderson 
Adjoumani Katrina May Alfaro• Matthew R. Anderson 
Ahmed M Adu1b Natasha Alford• Rodnisha Latrice Anderson 
Jutljana Agicic Sandy Elizabeth Alford• Steven J. Anderson 
Robert L. Agra Ill Armon Anthony Allen Wllllam Craig Anderson 
Roberto Aguilar Mark E Allhoff* Kaitlyn Ashley Andrulis 
Alberto Jose Aguirre Nicole Christina Allred Juan Anguiano 
Meha Ahmad* Nicholas Joseph Alongi Maria S. Anichini• 
Alex 0. Ajishegin Bogar A. Alonso• Oulayvone Anoudelh 
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Eric A. Anthony• 
Nadia Anwar"-
Niki Diane Aquino• 
David J. Aranda Jr. 
Natalia R Aranda* 
Catherine Arcori 
Carlos Andres Ardila 
Paul Arebalo Jr. ' 
C.J. Lucas G. Arellano• 
Xavier C. Arias 
Blake Armstrong 
Alison Amal Arzeni• 
Kendra Takala Asc11e 
Jonisha R.F. Ash 
Eric M. Atkinson 
James Michael Atkinson 
Evan Atwood• 
Russell Cooper Augustine 
Fabiola Auxila 
Ulysses Avila 
Barbara Ann Baaki 
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James William Babiarz Robert Paul Begandy Ariel Wood Bolles* John R. Brennan 
Nicholas Richard Babiarz Melissa A. Bell John Michael Bolles Patrick J. Bresnahan 
Jordan Lynn Bachn1ann Shana Renee Belton Monica J Bologna* John Charles Briglio* 
Yatashah Hope Backus Lindsay L. Benacka* Stephaine M. Boltjes Vincent F Briglia* 
Rokeeb Olatide Badmus Olga Maria Benitez Molly Anne Bonin* Christopher Thomas 
Yasmine G. Baharloo Anna Louise Benson Peaches L. Bonnema Brinckerhoff 
Brian John Baker Warren C. Berckmann Elizabeth Alexandra Brandy Nicole Brooks 
Charles Edwin Baker William L. Berger Bonovich* Albert Joseph Brown 
Colleen Jacqueline Baker Haley Renee Bergschneider Candice Booth Ar' Nita L. Brown 
Kevin Larue Baker Rebecca Danielle Berman* Samuel Peter Boren Dwight Jerome Brown 
Matthew Richard Baker• Ricardo lsay Bermejo Jonathan A. Borowski Emily Allison Brown* 
Branden Michael Balentine Marie Frances Berner* Donald Bosan Jennifer Chardae Brown 
Cassondra Lee Balynas * Nichole E. Berry* Amanda Arlyne Bose* Kevin J. Brown 
Priscilla Linda Banuelos* Inga Bespalovaite* Lauren Elizabeth Bost Kimberly Ann Brown 
Christopher Joseph Baran• Lauren Alexandra Betenia Jonathan Stephen Boucher Obed Eric Brown 
Andrew Thon1as Barchus* Lauren Christine Betke Nick S. Boulton Robert E. Brown* 
Akeea E. Barker Jacob Beydler Megan Anne Boundy* Vanessa Mandisa Brown 
Andrew Michael Barker* Zane T. Beyer Nicole Lynn Boven Wesley Adam Browning* 
Matthew Earl Barlow* Susheela Bhat Jani Frances Bowe* Daniel Clayton Bruce 
Mesun Jean Barnett Waseen1 Bhimani Christopher A. Bowen Brad Thomas Brunkow 
Michael James Barnish Mackenzie Leonard Daniel Scott Bowen Tristan R Bruns 
Maricruz Barrera Biedermann David Gerald Bowen Charlotte Bruss 
Brian Charles Barry Amber Lee Biela* Brice Franklin Bowman- Aidan Mackenzy Bryant 
Christopher Brian Bartels Mike Bielarczyk Laberge Claire Elizabeth Bryant 
Keri Lynn Bartels Maxwell Billings* Timothy Spencer Boyde Eric C. Bryant 
Brooke Jean Bartoli Nicholas Vincent Billone* Jennifer Elizabeth Boyer Justin James Brzozowski 
Amanda Nicole Barton* Brad Russell Bi sch off* Shawn R. Boyle Samantha Megan Buchholz 
Anna Barton-Hettel* Demetrios Bizios Aubry L. Bazzano* Brendan Andrew Buckley 
Daniel John Batrich Elitsa J. Bizios Alexander Gregory Braatz* Matthew Liam Buckley 
Ryan M. Batten• Todd Edward Blackwell Stephanie A. Bradbury* Megan Ann Buckley 
Brenda Maureen Amanda Jean Blakley* Ashley Nicolynn Braden Hadassah Budoff 
Battistell i* Candice D. Blanks Alecia Erin Bradshaw Mark Lorenz Buenning 
Kathryn Bauer Philip N. Blass Matthew C. Bradwell Lisa Marie Buer* 
Holland Baxley* Kyle J Blevans Ryan Kenneth Braglia Elizabeth Bulawa 
Christina Bazan Ryan Joseph Blocker Charles Thomas Braico* Dom Michael Burdi 
Timothy Bearden Nicole Ashley Blough John Joseph Brankin Ill Natalie Ann Burge 
Mark Hartigan Beattie Regina R. Blum Phillip Michael Bratta* Candice Lee Burgess* 
Kisha L. Beck Joseph Patrick Bly Susan Elizabeth Braze Benjamin J. Burke 
Paris Anne Bedder Melvin C. Boahene Anna Leah Brazeau Veronica Gail Burke 
Phillip John Bednar Leigh Ann Boatman Nicholas Steven Brazinsky Carrie Anne Burnett 
Eric M. Bednarowicz Edna Boksenbaurn Mary M. Breen Valentino Burney 
Joel Thomas Beeman* Andrew Bold* Zachary R. Breman Brittany Lynn Burns* 
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Savannah J. Burow Nicolas James Cassara Maurice L. Clough Emily Raisa Coughlin 
Brittany Alaine Busch Joshua Michael Cassarly John Joseph Cobb• David Michael Coupe 
Karalyn Mee Bushman Salvatore C. Cassato Jeff Adam Cob1 Ashley Nicole Cox a, 
Mitchell Thomas Buss Luis Roberto Castello' Casey John Cobler• Rory Patrick Cox* 
Amanda Marie Bussa· Jeannette Maty Castillo Rhea Hope Coffern • Trinea Anne Crafton 0 
Hannah Jnae Butemeyer Sandra Yvette Castro Brooke Kathleen Cogan• Dustin Jess Craig 0 
Andrew Casey Butler Caitlin Elizabeth Caviness• Jeremy M. Cohen Joshua David Crandall N 
Grant Mason Butterfield Desirae Ceballos-Rich Ashley Shayna Cohen-Lewe Riley E. Crane 
Bradley C. Butterworth• Nikki Elizabeth Cecala Julte Ann Cokenour Amanda Crimmins u. 
Devin J. Buttner• Norma Cepeda Patrick Sean Colbert Michael Thomas Criswell 0 
Karen Ann Bykowski• Madeline Ann Cerceo Jzhanel Melanese Cole Shaun Crittenden• 
Robert Bykowski Ryan Michael Cerny• Valerie Contessa Cote Rachelle V. Crockett Cf) 
Jonathan James Cabalfin Teresa Michelle Cesario Angele Anise Coleman• LaToya T Cross 
Benjamin George Cabot" Cayla Carney Chambers• Erin Ann Coleman Lauren Crowl1urst Cf) 
Luisa M Cabrera• Ryan William Chambers Lauren M. Coleman Colleen Marie Crowley• <( 
Nicole Andrea Caccamo Theresa Suzanne Champelli Tempestt Sade Coleman Patricia Donna Cruciano • __J 
Paul Albert Caddick Rammel Nudalo Chan Dellah Tyshe Cole-Vaughn Mackenzie Lee Crutcher• 0 
Judd Andrew Cadiz Suenn-ln Chan Patti J. Collier Brendan Cubbin 
Megan M. Cagney- Victoria Le1-Chwin Chan• Katharine Collins· Joshua Wayne Cullinan w 
Kledzinski* Victoria E. Chears• Lila Bond Collins Kadi Lauren Cunningham· I Roland D. Cailles• Sanjay Cherian Ryan Timothy Collins Nicole Elena Cunningham 
Nicole Theresa Calabrese Daniel Patrick Chesk1s Shane Michael Collins Sarah Emily Cupp• I-
Briana Lynne Callanan Yana Chikiris" Lisa Ann Colon• Edmund Martin Curley· u. 
Steven August Callebert David Anthony Chirchirillo Maribel D Coton Colleen Ann Czajka• 
Hector Antonio Cambray Andrew Chmieleski Sean Patrick Comiskey Jamie L. Dadd 0 
Justin WIiiiam Cameron Peter Cho James H. Commander Jonathan Dagys • 
Dolores Ann Camp· Jonathon Enc Christians Margaret Kimberly Connelly Aaron Robert Dahl I-
Jordan Michael Campagna Patrick C. Christi Timothy James Connery• Trista Lee Dahleen z 
Shelbey Lynn Campbell Soomi Chun Shawn W. Conro Kamila Dakroub w 
Michael J. Cannone• Crystal Nicole Chwastek Katie Converso-Schafer Caitlin T. Date• ~ Rosette Marie Capito Chensse Mane Ciangi Kevin W. Conway Luke James Daley• 
Sebastian Cardenas• Julia Lynn Ciesiun Jessica Anne Cook• Steven Holden Daley w 
Jacob Charles Carlson Abigail Lynn Cihak Kelly M. Cook Michael J. Dalton 0 
Cynthia Elaine Carney· Dereene Kem Cipriano Katie Jo Cooper• Erin Siohban Daly z Tiffany Renee Carney Brandon R. Clark Joshua David Copeland 1 Dominique Michelle 
Gene1sha Tymia Carpenter Kandis Dominquie Clark Brian P. Corbet D'Am1co• w 
Courtney Carr Michael D. Clark Collin Robert Cordery Salvatore o·Am1co• ~ 
Mark William Carr Sheree Maria Clark Elisa Cortes• Caitlin Delaney 
Nathanial Rufus Carroll Colleen A. Clarke Robert Cortes Danenhauer• ~ 
James L. Carter Daniel Ryan Clarke Andrew Scott Cottingham· Devante' L. Daniels 0 
Victoria L Carter Dustin A. Clendenen Rebecca Anne Coubal • Piper Julia Daniels~ 
Erin Rebecca Casey Jeanine Marie Clinton Anne Dakota Coughlin Sharhonda Trean·e Daniels 0 
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Donoven B. Dansberry Lindsey N. Dietzler Samuel Louis Edgin Kristina Marie Farrell 
Jacklyn P. Das .. Samuel Walter Dietzmann• Christ ina Frances Edison Lisa Diane Faulkner 
James J. D' Astice Jenna Kimberly Dillon• Christopher A. Edwards Lauren Fazzini 
Matthew Joseph David., Sofia Dimas* Benjamin Michael Effinger Khalilah M. Feagins 
Keisha Rene Davis Michelle L Diotallevi* Derek Ryan Egel Toni Ann Fedele• 
Nicole Mi'gone Davis Eric Robert Dipiazza* John Charles Eichem Michelle Elizabeth 
Stephanie Lynn Davis* Melissa Catherine Dippel* Alex S. Ekman Fehsenfeld 
Jason Davlantes Linda Dirkes-Quintana Wil l S Ekpo Ross Edward Feighery 
Vincent Garrett Dawkins Alden Selman DiSabato Jessica Lee Elfring Andrew James Feigl .. 
Ebonee Jeanette Dawson Amy Alicia Dittmeier Alexis D. Ellers• Erin Lyn Feinerman 
Julienne M. De Rose Lindsay Michelle Dobkin Barry G Elmore Jr. * Christopher Manfred 
Geoffrey Ryan Dean Jenna Ann Dodoer Andrew Joseph Elorza Feldmann 
Rachel Marie Deans* Daniel John Dominiak* Laura M. Elwood Kristin Esther Feledy* 
Emily Ann Debias Ryan Jordan Domis Lauren I. Ennesser* Jimmy N. Feliciano 
Kelley Brockett Decker* James William Donohue Christopher Allen Erdelac Kayleigh C. Fellman* 
Kelsy Nicole Decknadel Colleen Marie Dooley Ryan Michael Eriksen* Michael David Felton 
Danielle S. Defassio* Blair Zeiser Douglass• Erin Elizabeth Erlandson* Jennifer Marie Fernandez* 
Andrew Paul Deffley* Jonathan Downs Daniel Case Ervin Vanessa Estelle Ferrin 
Annye Kristina Degrand Jeffrey R. Dragan Courtney A Erwin Megan Kathryn Ferringer* 
Deanna Rose DeGrazia Joshua Robert Drake Sarita Escalante Nathaniel Corey Fields" 
Disa Ann DeGrazia Bryan James Dressel• Jorge Alberto Escamil la* Jessi Lee Figlewicz 
Noelle Brianna Degroot* Anya Rose Drew Megan Lynn Escoto Marc 8. Filerman* 
Kaitie Delaney* Jessi Dreyrnann* Elizabeth Ruth Esslinger Matt Peter Filippelli 
Cynthia Pamela Delgado Jessica Eileen Drogosz Jairy Estevez Evan Michael Finn 
Erica Delgado Nancy L. Drumm Apri I Eubanks• Kristen Lynn Fiore• 
Ljubica Lola Delic"' Abelardo Duarte Angela T. Evans Katherine Marie Fiorino" 
Dominick Russell Deluca* Benjamin John Duff Christopher J. Evans Don11n1c Joseph Fiorito* 
Brian Thomas Dendy' Catherine Mary Duffey* Robert Wilson Evans Janina-Maria Fischer* 
Jessica Shirley Dennis Rachal Duggan• Cody J. Evjen-' Frederick R Fisher* 
Jonathan Michael DePaolis Elizabeth Ruth Dunlop* Vance M. Exner Holly Marie Fisher• 
Bradley J. Der on Francis Patrick Dunn Kevin T. Faber Roderick As win Fitzgerald 
Mihir Desai Vanessa Ann Dunstan Steven Ray Fabinski Sarah Judith Fitzgerald* 
Andrew Lee DeSherlia* Matt Dworzanczyk* Gisella Angela Faggi" Brendan Andrew Fitzpatrick 
Danielle P. Desjardins• Paul C. Dybas Allen Han1ilton Fairbanks Nikolas Charles Flanders* 
Mike Robert Devlin• Thaddeus Dynakowski Ill Jennie Rose Fajn1an Brittany Leigh Fleming 
Maggie Dianovsky Matthew Gary Dyrkacz* Peter Scott Falknor Kellye S. Fleming 
Ivan G. Diaz Kortney E. Dziedzic Katherine L. Faltus .. Levell R. Fleming 
Jonathan Ryan Diaz Shea Thomas Earle Dale A. Fanella Scott Phillip Flesch 
Elisiana Diaz-Martin Zachary Garnholz Eastman Karolina Anna Faraci• Tracy Annec Fleshman 
Robert Kent Dicke Amelia Marion Ecker Guerin Patrick Farley Leo Anthony Flores 
Wilma Denise Dickens Billy A Ecker IV Nathaniel James Farmer Jr. Ryan Flurkey 
Craig J. Dickey Svetlana Pavlovna Eckhoff* Brian James Farquharson* Kristin L. Flynn 
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Adam Michael Foley• Jordan A Ganz Robert H. Goetz Jr. • Rachel Katherine Gross• 
Elizabeth A. Foley Ariel James Garcia Lindsey Margaret Goggin Johanna Christina Grosse 
Jule J. Fontana Mariana Garcia Erik Sean Golden Sylvia M. Guadalupe 
Geoffrey Brian Foote• Marissa C. Garcia Dannaelle Elizabeth Nicole Alicia Guardiola 0) 
Nicholas A. Forristall Todd A. Garcia Goldman Rachele Eve Guastella• 0 
Brandon Foster James Matthew Garguilo• Samuel Harry Goldman Lacey C. Gudyka 0 Jamila N. Foster Samantha Jane Garrison• Shavawn Marie Goley Anthony P. Guglielmi• N Kelly Denai Foster Steven Elliott Gasikowskl • Andy Golub• Gabriel R. Guido• 
Marcus Jamaal Foster Audrey Araneta Gaston Adriana Garcia Gomez Grant Clark Guiliano LL Jamaal Lashaun Foulks Christopher Lawrence Michael J. Gonsiorek Ozzie Eduardo Guillen Jr. 0 Val Ant11ony Fox Jr. Gattorna• George G. Gonzalez II James A.M. Guist 
Joshua Brian Foy• Nicholas Wayne Geary Adrian Gonzalez-Perez Lyndi Kay Gullixon• 
Cf) Lllyanna Fragoso Kenneth Alan Geer Melody Sauncere· Gordon Timothy Charles Gunier 
Daphne I. Francois Valerie Alana Geer Richard Lee Gorge• Francisco Antonio Gutierrez Cf) 
Steve Daniel Frangella • Adnenne Renee Gelard1 • Samantha Michelle Irma Iliana Gutierrez• <! Camille L. Franklin• Samantha K. Geloso Gossman Kristen M Gutowski 
_J 
Sunny Patrice Franklin• Misha Beverly Geno Brendan Alexander Morgan Lynn Guttem1an u Hayley Ann Frazier Daanyel A. George Gouletas• Peter Curran Guy 
Alex Tanner Fredericksen David Steven Gerber Justin Bernard Grady Carlos A. Guzman w Rebecca Anne Freitag Michael Rob Gerberding Andrew John Grat• Aaron James Guzzo• 
Nicholas Carl Friedemann Jeremiah Matthew Gerst Andrew Charles Graft• Jordan Gzesh • I 
Dustin Michael Friedman Ryne David Gerstner Bradley Clark Graham Adam A. Haap .,_ 
Bryan M. Fries• Raquel G. Geverola" Sarah Michelle Grainer• April Haddon 
Enka L. Friesth• Karl Robert Geweniger• Katharine Elizabeth Jade Melinda Haga• LL 
Cody Francis Frietsch* Angela G1aco Graves•· Peter N. Haglund 0 
Jett Benjamin Frumess Victor Richard Gilardi rv• Joseph C. Graziano Ill Daniel Paul Hahn• 
Chiara Laurie Fucarino Lauren E. GIibert Davy Miles Greenberg Shira Becka Haid• .,_ 
Masahiro Fujisawa Brandon Anthony Giles Rikki B. Greenberg Alison Marie Hall• z 
Meryl Rondero Fulinara Christopher M Giliberto Jamillia Laureen Greene Daniel Patrick Hall w Bnan Patrick Fuller Fayyaz Barkat Gillani Timothy Joseph Greene Dominique Danielle Hall 
Eve Jachim Fuller Brian Daniel Gipson Aaron B. Greenwald Matthew William Halley ~ 
Dominic Nathan Furry Sean Michael Gladden Andrew Stewart Gregg Monica F. Halloran w Zachary J. Gadson Maxwell U. Glaessner• Ahmnia Danae Griffin Emmelia Grace u Rachel Eve Gatten Frederick Ramli Glander James L. Griffin• Halpern-Givens• 
Ryan Patrick Gage· Ashley Ellen Glas Joseph G. Griffin Dana A. Hamilton z 
Sara Ann Gaines• Ryan Peter Glass Noah Alexander Griffith Furlena Hampton w 
Rachel Lauren Galicia' Tonia Mane Glenn Victor H. Grigas Grace Violet Hanel ~ Ashley Betrice Gallart Anthony Phillip Glovan IV Steven Anthony Grigoletti Nicole Louise Hannah 
Jessica S. Galliart Katherine Tl1erese Goddard Ryan Thomas Grober Ryan Joseph Hannapel • ~ Nick s Gallichio Michael Brennan Godek• Andrew Steven Groen David M. Hannibal 0 Chnstme M. Galvez Matthew Smith Goder Eliot Lauren Gronstal Maureen Frances Hanrahan 
Patrick T. Gannon· Katie Meghan Goebbert Carly Grose• Scott Andrew Hanson• u 
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Jonathan Benjamin Todd Hamilton Helsley* Theresa Epes Holden"' Ashley Marie lzbicki* 
Hardesty Lindsey Marie Hemmer• Louis Allen Holland Lilian lzguerra 
Erin Rose Hardy Liam Andrew Hemn,ing Christopher D. Zachary Laev Jablow* 
Krystal Lynne Harfert Venice Elizabeth Hendricks Hollingsworth Carl Deon Jackson Jr. 
Jessica Rose Harpenau• Joseph Edward Frostine Holmes Patricia Anne Jackson 
Jason Edward Harrington Hendrickson Matthew J Hooczko Jeffrey Jason Jacobs* 
Brittany Amanda Harris Matthew James Rebecca L. Hood Sheryl I Jacobs 
Christopher Harris Hendrickson Courtney C. Hopper Timothy A. Jacobs 
Jennifer Rochelle Harris Aaron Michael Henrickson Colleen Marie Horcher Ayisha Anne Jaffer .. 
Joseph John Harris* Todd Michael Henry Alexandra Clifton Horn Ryan Jagel 
Kenshata J. Harris John C Henson Heath Eldon Horne* Bradley Ryan Jakubik" 
Veronica Lynette Harrison Austin James Heredia Daniel James Hoskins Ashley James 
Casey Michael Hart Carol Elaine Herley* Brandi Elizabeth Housel Jennifer M. James 
Erica Gabrielle Hart Edward William Hern,anek Robyn Nicole Howard* Hayley M. Jamroz* 
Nicholas Anthony Hart Stephanie A. Hernandez Edward Marshall Howey Chelsie Anne Jangord 
Michael Christopher De Luna John Alexander Hoxie* Ana Janie 
Hartman Christopher Hernandez Elizabeth Lynn Hoyt Steven P. Jansen 
Kelli Irene Hartsock* Joseph Basada Hernandez Nicholas Benjamin Hruska Robert Albert Jares Ill 
Sara Faye Harvey Martha Hernandez Cassandra Lynn Hubbard Elena-Jane Vittall Jatia 
Joshua Charles Hasken Michael Anthony Herrera"' Jennifer D. Hubbard-Lyles Vanessa Rochelle Jaundoo 
James T. Hastings Michael A. Herrick Michael James Huebner Lester Jenkins 
Jazmine Dawn Hasty Kelly Hess* Heather Nicole Huffaker• Tara Jean Jenkins~ 
Blake D. Hauschild Laura Marie Hickey• Ryan Allan Huffhines Anthony Michael Jennings* 
Michael Patrick Hauser Brittney Nicole Hicks Kimberly Huggins Sargina Jerome 
Richard John Havlik II Brandon Higginbotham Rashauna C. Hull* Alexander Michael Jerousek 
G'Ahynne Monee· Hawkins Kaitlin M. Higgins* Callie M. Humphrey* Irma Jimenez 
Zachary M. Hawkins Adrienne Danielle Hill* Rachel 0. Hunter Isabel Jimenez 
Akeera D. Hawthorne Andrew John Hill* Eric Robert Hurdle Sully Noemi Jimenez 
Brittany Hayford• Jarred Addison Hill Rebecca Christine Hurst Salihah D. Johns 
Kaylin Haynes• Aaron T. Hilliard Yasmeen Sa~ad Husain Amelia Maria Johnson 
Nickel J. Hays Brendan John Hilliard Nicole Lynn Huser Anna Kristina Johnson 
Kristi M. Hays-Miller* Sheri Anne Hillson .. David Huzieran Austin Eric Johnson 
Tempestt Danyele Hazel* Sonja A. Hilson Jonathan Hymen Erika Hildegard Johnson* 
Erika B. Heaney Latoya Danielle Hines Staci L. Hyn1en Gregory David Johnson 
John Kencil Heaton James Russell Histed*' Akhat Adilovich lbrayev* Jennifer June Johnson* 
Adam L. Hebel Lee C. Hoagland Paola Petrova 1gnatova * Jennifer Lynn Johnson• 
Daniel C. Heber* Amanda L. Hochertz Kristen Ann lhnatiuk Jessica Joy Johnson* 
Jonathan Heck Damien T. Hodges Rachel Marie Irving* Megan Marie Johnson 
Kelley Nicole Hecker* David T. Hoffman• Chie lsobe Nicholas D Johnson 
Hilary F. Helding* Lauren Hoffman Terrell J. lsselhard Jr. * Robbie Lee Johnson 
Daniel Richard Helie Devon William Hoff-Weekes Ashling Theresan Ivers Shanice Johnson 
Nicole Lynn Helmeid* Angela Faye Holbrook Christine Ann Iversen* Terrence Lashad Johnson 
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Tiffany Nicole Johnson Kathryn Margaret Kennedy Jesse E Koon Chauntel C. Lamar 
Wrenn Johnson Audrey N. Kenner Jessica Koontz• Alexander w. Lambropoulos 
Kristen Margaret Jones• Donnacha Kenny John Philip Kopp Jr. Alyssa Marie Landgrebe• 
Matthew Christian Jones Brandy Kent Adam Mark Koralik Jonathan Louis Landingham en 
Tiffany Dawn Jones Kerri A. Kerkera Sara Lynn Korbecki• Clara Langrall 0 
Twania G. Jones Dav,d C Kerr Sean Michael Korn Nicholas Lynn Lanham 0 Tiana Monique Jorman Paul Kha1lo Katie Koronkowski• Paul P. Lapointe 
Jon Keller Jostes Elizabeth Marion Kiefer Emily Korotkin· Kirstin Laroche N 
Mike K. Jostes Andrew Henry Kiel• Meghan A. Kosner • Todd Jay Larsen 
Roc,o Juarez Jennifer S. Kienzler Nichole Kourvas Carin A. Larson LL 
John F Julitz Helen F Kiernan Marek Kovacik Jennifer M. Larson 0 
Chelsea Anne Junker Nicholas Emerson Felicia Anne Kovacs• Lindsey M. Lashbrook 
Frankie Gene Jupiter Jr. K,eskowski Jessica Ann Koval• Srdan Latinovic Cf) 
Curran Mackenzie Justesen Crystal Lynn Killeen • Karen Frances Kowalyshen• Sarah Naper Laue• Cf) 
Konstantin Kaganovich Leah Kilpatrick* Jason Kraesz1g Kathryn L. Lauterbach <( 
Jeremy Chagall Kahn• Danbi Kim Ryan M. Kramzer Megan Renee Laux• 
James C. Kalfas Jin-Ho Kim Anthony T. Krec,och Danielle Nicole Lavoy·• 
_J 
Daniel Robert Kalish' J,n Yung Kim• Valene Anne Kress' Akeem Adeola Lawanson () 
Lev Kalmens Carl Devan King II Scott A. Krinch Jr. Joanna Blackmore Lawlor 
Dmitry Kalmykov Harold Edwin King Ill Kaira Rande Kristbergs Andrew Michael Lawrence LJ..J 
Takashi Kamimura Kaylee Mane King·· Brian J. Knstmann Jacqueline Alexis Lay :r: 
Eleni Maria Kanalos * Donna M. Kiser• Tyler Alexander Kraetsch David Leath I-
Paul Thomas Kane Peter Klatt Grace Marie Krogh• Brian David Leavitt~ 
Bradley Jordan Kanter Sarah Eltzabeth Klegman • James K. Kruml Sofia K. Lebedeva LL 
Jonathan Aaron Kaplan Rachael Klinger Samuel Paul Krumpos George Lebessis Jr. 0 
Kenneth Timothy Karczewski Annette Klopotowskl Sylvia Krzysztofek Cristal Lebron 
Brittany Lynn Karst rand• Kassandra Ann Kluga Katarzyna Agnieszka Kubala• Claudia Leczynski I-
Katie Marie Kaszmetskie Stephen James Kmetko W,lllam E. Kubiak Bo Kyung Lee z 
Christine Noel Katcher Jacob R. Knapp Marcy Elizabeth Kubik Jinhee Lee 
Amy Rose Kaufman Caitlin Elizabeth Knauss• Mark Anthony Kucera Justin Lee• LJ..J 
Ross Kaufman Brett Kev,n Knickerbocker• Drew Michael Kulkofsky~ Nathan L. Lee ~ 
Nicholas Alan Kawahara Ryan Joseph Knight* Gary Kupczak' Stacy lnbang Lee LJ..J 
Megan Mana Kearney Sean David Knight Lindsay Katherine Kupsco• Young Sang Lee• 
Molly Ann Kearns Sean Thomas Knoll Conan Kwok Rebecca Eileen Leehey () 
Joshua H Kemer Krystle Noel Knott Bradley Ross LaBree Haley Elizabeth Lehman z 
Kathleen Ann Kelley Jordan Mandela Knudson Blake Charles Labriola Amllcar B. Leme LJ..J 
Michaella Andrea Kelley• Rikki J. Knutt,• Daniel Joseph Labriola· John T Lendman • ~ Andrew Kelly Ryan Michael Koch Krystan Elizabeth LaChance Lisa Marie Lennington 
Brendan Thomas Kelly• Christopher James Kogut• Michael Lucas Lachney• Elisa F Leon ~ 
Matthew James Kelly~ Adam Joseph Kois Rachel Lee Laforce Beth Emily Leonard 
Nicole Kennebeck Jared Aaron Kole Amber Maureen Lageman • Brian Abraham Leonard' 0 
Anne Kennedy' Randy Jay Keney Colleen E. Lahart John w. Leonard Jr.• () 
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Jeff Scott Leone Richard Jordan Lurie Megan Jean Markanich Mary-Cathrin McCarthy* 
Nathan Kevin Lescelius Jacob Andrew Lustig Ron L. Marks Jr. Steven Anthony MCCiean 
Jessica Brown Lesley* Alcolu Lydell Lymon Brett Aaron Marlow* Ebone L. MCCioud 
Renessa Joy Leslie Brian Phillip Lynch* Erick Jose Marquez Chrystl Lynn McClure* 
Keith Alan Lesniak Malinda Andrea Lynch Hilda Marseille Vernon L. Mccombs 
Douglas G. Levin Molly Ann Lynch Amanda Lynn Marsh Kelly Michelle McCoy 
Jayne Marie Levy* Timothy Edgar Lyons Jonathan Marsh Micah Leon Mccrary 
Ebone· S. Lewis Sean Michael MacDonald Stuart John Marsh Brittany McCullars 
Lori Christine Lewis Stephen M. MacDonald Shelley Marie Marshall Gabrielle s. McDermott* 
Mario A. Lewis Travas R. Machel Redszus• Morgan Malloy McDevitt 
Stephen Micheal Lewis Morgan Catherine Mack* Jennifer Jean Martellotti Kanika LaTeefah McDonald 
Veronica K. Libman Thomas A. Mackrola Candice C. Martens Sheri Leigh McDonnell 
Jacob Michael LiBrizzi Shane Alexander Madej* Amber Martin Matthew Ian McFarland 
Patryk F. Lichmira Ramon Madrid Jr. Ashley Anne Martin Patrick I. McFowler 
Kristen Ashley Lichtenstein* Chelsey Marie Madsen* Crystal Michelle Martin Kevin P. McGahey• 
Stephen Michael Lieto Tiffany A. Magby Katie Elizabeth Martin• Terrance Kyle McGovern 
Derrick Ligas* Joseph Michael Maher Nicole A Martin Christopher S. McGowan* 
An1ber Elizabeth Linde* McKenzie Kay Maher Amelia M. Martinez Matt McGrath 
Ann Christine Lindsay* Christine Michelle Jaime Martinez Nathan Kyle McGraw 
Matthew R. Lips Mahlmeister Ja1nie C. Martinez Sean Michael McGuire 
James Mclean Little Audrey J. Mahowald Jorge Ariel Martinez Shannon M. McGuire 
Brittney Danielle Litton• Brett Adam Maier* Santiago Mariano Martinez* Michael McGuirk* 
Rogelio Gabriel Llamedo Ill Justin Andrew Main Yesenia Martinez Thomas Edward McGunn* 
Abigail Greer Llewellyn Santina R. Maino Graham Tait Mason" Michael Scott McIntire• 
Abbigail Marie Lochmandy* Stephanie Lynn Majka* Jarred Mason• Rhys McIntyre 
John Gordon Logan Ashley N. Makarowski Demetra Materis Craig V. Mckee 
Steven J. Lohmann Alexander Makovetsky+ Meghan Lindsay Mathes* Trenton James McKimmey* 
Kyle Robert Lohr* Nathalie Malats Krystal Lynn Matocha* Chaundanine Nicolette 
Abigail Evelyn Londer Brian L. Malnassy Tatiana Matos McKinney"' 
Bradley David London• Francesca J. Mamp Kathrine Lee Mattes• Stephen Michael McKinney 
Manuel Longoria Shereene Manimala Kenya M Matthews• Matthew Sean McLaughlin 
Analu M. Lopez Molly Elizabeth Mann Monica E. Matthews Lindsey Margaret McLean 
Daniel Lopez Rachel Manning Ryan Kenneth Maxey Matthew J. Mcloughlin 
Joseph Anthony Lorenzetti* Steven D Manning Chelsea Rae Maxwell .. Justin Cole McNally 
David M. Lotito Domenico Antonio Manno Emeric Mazibuko Krystel Vernice McNeil 
Shaquita Shalone Love Robert Howard Marcacci Ruth Anne Mazur• Asia Viniece McNuckles 
Brynn Marie Lovell Joseph Eugene Rachel Joy Mazza• Brittanney Noelle Meacham 
Melissa Michelle Lowery Marcantonio Thomas Joseph Mazzulla Bryan Cameron Mead* 
Andrew Lee Lubetsky Anna I. Marevska Patrick McAvena * Myles A. Mears 
Emily Ruth Lukasewski • Jason Thomas Marino* Kaitlyn May McAvoy* Colby Miles Mecher 
Dan Allen Lukaszewski Austin James Marion Meghan P. Mccann Joshua Medcalf* 
Elvis Luna Christa Michela Mariottini Jonathon McCarthy Jennifer Kathleen Meeks* 
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Eric Edward Mehon • Robert BenJamin Mis1aveg Ashlea Nicole Mullon Devin Lee Nordmeyer 
Disha Hiten Mehta· Jason Anthony Mitchell• Bryce James Mulso Marady N. Norman 
Julia Nell Meineke Laura Candace Mitchell Nathan Allan Munoz Anna L. Normann 
Mallory Elizabeth Meinen Samantha S. Mitchell Darlene Renee Murcko• Jared Corey Nortier en 
Sam1r Mellouk Blase Mateusz Mnich • Melitza Murillo• Daniel G. Norton• 0 
Tanya Mets• Rebekah Montaglyn Mock• Cassady A. Murphy Matthew McLeod Norton 0 Monica Melvin• Brett Robert Mohr Danielle Christine Murphy Kyle Ray Norwood N Jonathan Austin Scott Alexander Mohrman Darnae Charise Murphy Carter Paul Nottke Jr. 
Mendenhall • Cara Linnea Molitor John R. Murphy David Stephen Novak LL 
Joshua David Menifee Jane Ann Molson Lauren H. Murphy• Tabitha L. Novak• 0 Mallory Lauren Merpi• Marcia Christine Monaco David J. Murray Mallory Christine Nudd · 
Jon Randell Meseke Saraphina E. Monaco Kimberly A. Murray Jennifer Nicole Nunez Cf) Daniel J. Meshel Michael Anthony Montanez Cherita Catrice Murrell Jeni Lyn Nussbaum 
Philip J. Messina Benjamin N. Monteleone Nicholas Matthew Musco• Kira M. Obermeier Cf) 
Dre Mess1nger•Michae1s Kaitlin M. Montes Noelle Myers Andrew J. Oberstadt <! 
Holtz• Brittney Moore' Marianne K. Nanke• James Phillip o·connell 
_J 
Eftehia Jane Metropulos Jonathan Michael Moore• Demetria Nanos Katherine N. O'Connor u Jesse A. Meyer Jorie Annette Moore Erin Nathan• Richard O'Donnell 
M1roslav M1hailovich Travis W. Moore Adrian Navarro• Caitlyn O'Dell-Hughes w Tiffany Mikes• Tyson James Moore• Anthony Michael Nawrocki · Catherine Marie 
Paul Mikesell* Whitney Lynn Moorman• John David Nelson O'Donoghue• I 
Bridgette Marie Milg1e• Eon Sebastian Mora' Ryan William Nelson Seth Brian Oelbaum I-
Amanda Lynn Miller Nicholas Orion Moran Kristine G. Nepomuceno Jill Kathleen Oliver• 
Brian Anthony Miller • Yorvi Moreira Elizabeth G. Nerat Marian Emily Oliver• LL 
Cynthia Lynn Miller• David A. Moreno Ronald Nesbit Tatiana N. Oliver 0 
Jeffrey Miller John Michael Moreno Kevin Nestel Darren Andrew Olsen · 
Jessica MIiier• Karla Irene Moreno Michelle Marie Newcomb Laura Ann Olson I-
Jonathan Roy Miller Andrew J. Morgan Arielle Alexandra Newell Matthew Charles Olson z 
Stacey Miller Alex Haynes Morns Kailey Brady Newman Olivia Olszowska w Thomas John Miller Haskel Morris Michael J. Nicholas Elizabeth Lauren Olszta ~ Todd Christopher Miller• Crystal Beth Morrow• Stephanie Lee Nicholas Aneta Olszynska 
Ian Michael Millington• Andrew Robert Moses• Steven Anthony Nichols Lauren Kinuko Omura w 
Christina Marie Mills Max Moss• Dan Nickleski • Loren Denise Operle u Elizabeth Jo Mills• Fern Moy Zachary Thomas Ulises Orduno 
Mariah Marion Mills* Jordan Dale Moyer Nicolopoulos Ryan Norman Ore• z 
Elizabeth Quinn Milton Michael Mroz Rachel Suzanne Nielsen• Aaron Paul Orsini w 
Corrine C. Mina• Mark A. Mrsnik Hannah Elizabetl1 Niequist' Michelle Marie Ortiz ~ Joshua Alan Minnich Joseph William Mueller Andrey Nikofayev John David Osborn Jr. • 
Jade M. Minor Thomas George Mukite II Whitney Ann Nippert Meghan Irene ~ 
Joshua D. Miralgio Jamieson D. Mulholland Timothy David Nissen O"Shaughnessy 0 Ruth Lorena Miranda Jena Elizabeth Mulhollen Kierstin Michele Noack• Mayowa Abolaji Osinubi 
Daniel Mlrzakhani Alexander Gregory Muller Astride Noel Mark John Oster• u 
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Tracey Karen Ostrand* Joseph Edward Perez Andrew Joseph Pohlman Brett F. Rabolt 
John Thomas o·Toole* Rebekah L. Perez-Grahovac Jason Matthew Polevoi * Quintin Curtis Radford* 
Cara Edyth Ottoson Aaron Perkins Ronnie Polidoro Ana K. Radice 
Tori Brittany-Pree Outlaw Joel Christopher Perkins Jacob Michael Poling* Kristen Elizabeth Radtke* 
Gregory Scott Owens Jr. Mark Donte' Perkins David Alexander Polo Molly Clare Rafferty 
Stephen Michael Paar* Michael B. Perlut Ian c. Pope Alen S Rahimic 
Isaura Pacheco Gregory Todd Perrine* Patrick Nations Pope Brian Douglas Raida 
Jason P. Pacholski Genevieve Hart Perrino• Rachel Ann Poracky Renaldo K. Ramdeen 
Ashley M. Pacifico Alycia Christina Perrotto Luke Anthony Porcaro Aliza Stephanie Ramirez 
Balin Edward Pagadala Marlena Evon Perry Travis Michael Porchia* Juan-Carlos Ramirez 
Joseph David Pajak* Wesley Perry Joshua David Porter Ashley Kristen Ramos 
Matthew R. Palenske Brennan Michael Peters Tin1othy James Potjeau Jesse Labat Randall* 
Beth Shea Palmer Nicholas Andrew Peters Corey Benson Powers* Samuel James Randall* 
Renee Irene Pandy Ti 1n Peters* Justin Gary Powers* Gary James Rapaich II 
Dora Pantelidakis Ana Petersen* Christopher R. Prange Anna Rasmussen* 
Chelsea Kaye Park* Joseph C. Petkwitz Pakapol Praphonphan Lauren M. Ratzow 
Eui Woo Park Lee Michael Petrasek Heather Susan Praun Dawn Marie Raymer 
Sarah Diane Parker Alexandria LaBarbara Petty Sean Pressler Brittney Paige Reagan 
Myron D Parks Jennifer Catherine Pfingsten Carly Pribich Sophia Patricia Redzepi 
Arlen Kian Parsa* Christine June Phelps Carly Anne Pribyl* April Nicole Reed 
Candance D. Patel Morgan Phelps* Ma I larie Elice Price* Aaron J. Reese 
Jennifer Patino* Cortney Ann Phifer* Wesley C. Price Scott Thomas Regan 
Aaron Patkin Ely Davis Phil lips Tony Oetolve Prince Elizabeth J. Regnier 
Wil lia1n Sutherland Paton Ian D. Phillips Zak J. Pritchard Nikita Mercedes Reid 
Ashley Sharda Patterson Jonathan P. Phillips Kyle Payton Privette Derek Nicholas Reijmer* 
Michael Patterson Melissa Joy Phillips* Marissa Elizabeth Eric Michael Reithel 
Jane Elise Patton Sparks-Chel lee Phillips* Provencher* Casey B. Renz 
Nicholas Thomas Paul * Tamera Sheree Phillips Scott C. Puckett Alexander B. Reynolds 
Elizabeth Therese Pawlik Robert Joseph Picha John Michael Pudelek Anthony Everest Ricciardi 
Jason Christopher Paycoff* William Ronald·Edward Piche Ewelina I. Pudzisz Matthew Richardson 
Christopher Matthew Payne Philip Pickett Dustin Lee Puehler Tirnothy Joshua Richter 
Julia Miranda Payne Candace L. Pierce Ashlee Lynn Pugh Andrew John Riesch* 
Courtney Elizabeth Peacock Brian Anthony Pietrini Jamie L. Pulford Daniel Ian Riordan 
Susan Marie Pearsall * Elizabeth Carol ine R. Caitlin Marie Punschke* Robert Alan Ritacco 
Andrea Theresa Pearson* Pilarcik * Enerel Purganan-Batjargal Brittney 0. Rivera 
Jermaine Levaughn Pearson Elizabeth Kathryn Pippenger Michael Anthony Purgatorio Corrine Jennifer Roache 
April Peidelstein Jeramiah Pitman Steven Christopher Pusateri Jami Lynn Roane 
Megan Nicole Peltier* Ti1nothy J. Piwnicki Andrew Anthony Puzzuoli* Sean Matthew Roberts 
Victor Manuel Pena Jr. Ashley Christine Plaetzer* Matthew J. Pyrek Candace Monique 
Jessica M. Penick Matthew David Pleasant Salvador Quezada Robertson* 
Chris Lee Peppers* Christopher Ryan Pluchar* Joseph Michael Quigley* Morgan T. Robertson 
Kevin Peppers Dara Bess Pogoff Stephanie D Rabiola Fedora S. Robeson 
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Britney Ann Robinson Crystal E. Rudolph John Robert Sawyer Anne Marie Sears* 
Brittany Nicole Robinson Michael Roy Ruegg Lindsey Grace Scalise Daniel Martin Sebastian 
Gavin Ross Robinson• Kimberly A. Ruetsche Amanda B. Scalzitti Elizabeth Esther Seim* 
Jillian Ashley Robinson Lindsey Marie Ruffolo* Michael Christopher Jason M. Semall a, 
Mall D. Robinson Jeanette Diane Ruiz Scantlan Bertha Serrano 0 
Sarah Elizabeth Robinson' Raymond Ruiz John Mark Scearce• Ricardo Alejandro Serrano 0 
Alex Robson Jason D. Ruminski Stacey Scepkowski Jason Daniel Servi* 
Fabiola Rodriguez Avantika Rungta • Vince M. Schaefer Elaine Flores Sevilla* N 
Gabriela Rodriguez Justin James Runyon• Brandi N Schaeffer Eamonn Breanndan Sexton LL 
Lenore Christine Rodriguez Gloria Fernanda Ruscitti Brian Clinton Schafer• Jeffrey 0. Shafer 
Samuel James Rodriguez• Justina Heather Rusher* Allison Erin Schaffnit Tara R. Shah* 0 
Brandi Nichole Rofe' Jeffrey Russo• Gordon Anthony Schenk• Nectar Shakir 
Jennifer Ruth Rogers Joe Rutan Kristy Lee Scheuer Joy Angela Shanaberger~ (f) 
Amanda Jayne Romano Amy Gail Rutkowski• Collin G. Schiffli* Chelsea Alexis $handers• (f) 
Elizabeth Lorraine Rominski Heather Erin Ryan* Melissa Ann Schilling• Anthony Cortez Shane <!: 
Eric Rosales Megan T Ryan* Eric Joseph Schleeper Alexandra K. Sheckler• 
_j 
Yovana Roxana Rosales* Michael nmothy Ryan Donald Muskat Schleifer II Pat Sheehan u Andrew Cornell Rose Samuel Cooper Ryan Jessie R. Schlosser Nael Y. Shehade 
Jessica Lynn Rose• Lauren Marie Rynders Daniel Joseph Schmid* Aaron John Shella* w Kyle Arnett Rosenbaum Jr. Victor Gama Sabbithi Alexander C. Schmidt• Ian Alan Shelton 
Shawn David Rosenblal'l Gina Patrice Sacomani Kathryn Rose Schmidt Adam Edward Sherman I 
Brian Vincent Rosenstein Ronny D Sage Evan Elizabeth Schmitt* Brittney Kaye Sherman* I-
Daniel Joseph Rosenthal Christopher Michael Steven Kent Schnarr • Mccurry lsmaili Sherman 
Kathryn H. Rosenwald· Saimond• Stacey M. Schneider* Erica Ann Shields* LL 
Justin Rosier Stephen Andrew Salamon Lara Marie Schoenhals Kristen Rose Shilt• 0 
Andrew L. Rosinski America A. Salas Timothy N. Schreier Aldan Isaiah Shinault 
Alicia Rosner Laura Michelle Salas Kelcey Jean Schroder• Kwame C. Shorter I-
Hannah Maria Rosner• Malka Salomon* Bnan M. Schuch* Nichole Marie Showan z 
Jon Christian Ross Steven James Saltarelli Michael David Schuff Elena Shtern w Gina Lee Rossi Nicole Christine Salvo Savanna Marie Schulatz Kristine R. Siapno 
Yolanta Dorothy Roszczewski Shayla Loring Samples Soren Kenneth Schulein Louis Julian Sica" ~ 
Elizabeth Anne Roth Cesar F. Sanchez Nick Schulte Alison Elizabeth Sieh • w 
Francesco Roti Jr. Kristin D. Sanchez James Dennis Schultz Daryivett Sierra u Matthew E Rowan Scott Benjamin Sandalow Lauren Nicole Schultz* Michael R. Silberman• 
Stefan Rowe Emily Miriam Sanders Grant Christopher Rebecca Sarah Silvermintz• z 
Caroline Elizabeth Rowland Michael Paul Sanfil ipp* Schwingle Gary Scott Simec w 
Joseph P Rowling• Sade Amanda Santiago Raquel Alexandra Scianna Marcus Timothy Simmons ~ Richard Joseph Roy Donald Louis Saragosa Thomas W. Scileppi Erin Hye Simon• 
Brian Lenear Rozelle Daniel Allston Sargent Ryan Francis Scislowicz• Lindsey Kristine Simpson ~ 
Lauren Ashley Rozyla • Alyxandra Marie Sario! ; James Orlando Scola Robert J. Singer 
Joseph L. Rubino Ashley Ann Sather Matthew Thomas Scott Andrew M. Sipp* 0 
Nella Robert Rubio Miranda Manuela Saucedo Katharine E. Sealscott Cody Charles Siragusa u 
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Ashley Mae Sitko Kate E. Spethmann Jerome L. Strickland Jr. Justin Patrick Thiele 
Maureen T. Skaggs* Amy M. Spicuzza* Chris Michael Strom Jennie C Thomas"' 
Mohammad B Skaik Amber Linn Spooner* Joseph Andrew Struck Nicole Monique Thomas 
Brian James Skipworth* Jennifer Michelle Spraggins Brandon Richard Struve Courtney Nicole Thon1pson 
Lindsay Loreen Skisak Kristin Claudia Srail • Jamie Lee Strycker~ Emily Anne Thompson 
Courtney Skoczek Panadda Sritecha• Jeremy Stull John Robert Thompson* 
Ronald J. Skreko Jacob A. Stahlman Amanda Leigh Stupica Paul V. Thompson 
Peter Dyer Skvara Thomas Henry Stahnke"' JIiiian Sturgies Zuri Thompson 
Stephen Andrew Skweres* Brenda Leigh $taken Alexandra Blair Subak Maura Charlene Tibbs 
Kelsey Anne Slavin* Rafaela Stalbalk Jordan M. Suggs Dante Tiberi Jr. 
Denise Anne Slezickey" Niko Starnes Deug Suh* Jenna Marie Timmerman* 
Daniela Joelle Sloan• James Anthony Stanley Katarzyna Surdyka MCCiaine C. Tin1merman* 
Kelly I. Sloan Megan Kristen Stanojevic Amy Katherine Sutton Christopher James Tindall 
Annelise J. Smith Rachel Irene Stapinski• Taylor C. Swanson* Janea Lynn Tippett 
Beau William Smith Dylan Gerard Starrs Staci Lynn Swedberg* Lauren Devora Titlebaum 
Benjamin Christopher Angela Therese Starz,. Aubree Swenson-Wick Zachary P. Toga mi* 
Smith* Adam Christopher John Justi Sykes Ill Aaron Brock Tolbert-Smith 
Daisica Sn1ith * Stasinopoulos Lukasz Szymanek Vikki Tonge 
Kristina Dawn Smith Sean Michael Stearns Mark Anthony Tabb Lyndsey Dawn Tonyan 
Matthew Dean Smith Luke E. Stebner Christopher J. Tabor Lizette Torres 
Rajneesh Sn1ith Andrew G1ovann1 Stefano Amanda Suzanne Tague Jessica A. Townsend 
Seneca G. Smith Mathew H. Steffen• Piere Antonio Taico" Jason M. Travis 
Tegan Leigh Smith* Jason Christopher Stein"' Ryota Tanaka An1anda Marie Treccia* 
Michael Sean Smith- Kirsten L. Steinbeck* Milton M. Tanco Rachel M. Tredon * 
Lesinski" Natia R. Stem Frederick N. Tapp Kimberly Adelle Trefilek 
Sydney A. Smoke Emily Michelle Stern* Gina Marie Tauer Anthony Ryan Tretter 
Andrew John Smreker• Christopher Martin Sternal Bobbie Jo Taylor Mark Allen Troutt 
Suzette Marie Sniegowski* Paul Steurer* Jonathan Lee Taylor>t Matthew John Trudeau 
Dein Deanna Solley* Stacy Christine Stevens~ Nikkia Denise Taylor• Yin Ting Tsang 
Daniel Wayne Solan Manda Michele Stilson Stephanie A. Taylor Brandi Rose Tucker 
Diego Enrique Solares Zachary Charles Stinnett,. Zachary Allen Taylor Gentry M. Tuper 
Kirsten Elisabet Solberg Scott Warren Stobbe Burachote Techakasem Christy E. Turner 
Anthony Gabriel Soltero Gregory Mark Stoelt1ng Oney D' Arey Te1nple Jr. Cheryl John'ta Tyson 
Christina Song* Marta Sihler Stoepker* Crosby C. Tencher Rachel B. Ulmer 
Jacqueline Soto Caitlin Anne Stout James David Teniya Lisa A. Uniejewski 
Jennifer Ashley Sotomayor Brittany Elizabeth Stover• Nicholas A Terry Robert Christopher 
Angela Marie Sottile Amanda Leigh Stowell• Daniel Zachary Tertell Unizycki 
Andrew K. Soukup* Justin Dana Stowell* Kendra Jeanette Teske* John David Upton 
Joseph Patrick Spain Ill Matthew S. Straka Nicole Tharp* Jennifer A. Urbaniak* 
Amanda Catherine Spataro Joseph Michael Strak1s _. Jared Dale Thebeau* Amenze Nosa Uyigue 
Amy Beth Spector Amy Jean Strange Beth Ann Thenhaus Melody Rae Valdez• 
Ryan Allan Spence Catherine Chapin Streitz* June E. Thiele* Mario Valdivieso 
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Alyssa Vale Santella Loletha Washington Jared Anthony Wike Francesca Rose Yaniz• 
Imelda Valencia • Erika Lauren Wasilewski Elizabeth Wilemaitis• Bub-Eun Yaung • 
Luca Domenico Valente• Yohe, Watanabe Hilary Lauren Williams• Katharine Anne Yeager* 
Thomas J. Van Beek Allison J Waterman Krysten V. Williams Manhew David Yeager 0) 
Derek Rienzi Van Tassel Christina Marie Watkins Lyndsey Renee Williams• Seoyoung Stacy Yoon 0 Abby Lee VanDeVoort Elza A. Watson• Robert I. Williams Nichole Yunger 0 Xochitl Vargas Sara Marie Watson Steven A. Williams Natalya Zaborenko 
Philip Michael Vassalott1 Sarah Mane Watson Tremell Zealous Wllllams Caitlin Foster Zaccagnini N 
Lourdes Gnseida Vazquez Renee Maxine Wans Kathleen E. Willis• Amanda Marie Zagas 
Gabriel Ramon Veras Ashley Marie Waugh• Maurice Nate Willis Diane Zahnle u.. 
Jason A. Verhagen Nicole Christine Way David Glenn Willm,ng Ashley Lynn Zakar 0 
Daniel Leon Verson Emma Loraine Weber Zachary Martin Wilmes• Clair Marie Zakharia 
Colin Vest Hannah Rose Weber• Andrew Alexander Wilson Halli Celeste Zalar (f) 
Aaron V1ncel Meredith Weber Meredith David Wilson William Edward Zalewski (f) 
Shanna Sue Vincent Ashley L. Webster Nicholas Clark Wilson Kelly Marie Zea• <( Brandon Richard Vogel Christy Webster Samantha Wilson Anna Tate Zeitlin• 
.....J Hadley HIii Vogel Forrest Lyndon Weeks Adora Jacqueline Peter J. Zelenski 
David Dolan Voiss• Khalil Ali Wehbi. Wilson-Eye* Kimberly L. z,eche (.) 
Caroline Voss Jessica Rachel Weiner Zach Winitz Deseree Fawn Zimmerman 
Samantha Rose Voyda • Jacob Solomon Weisman• Jessica Ann Winn• Jon Gordon Ziols • UJ 
Nicole Jean Waalen Brandon Jacy Weiss Anthony Wisdom Evelyn Renee Zuel ::c 
Larry Wade Jr. James Philip Weiss• Lauren Ashley Wohlers• William J. Zuidema * I-Cheryl M. Wadlington Tiffany Lisa Weiss• Karolina Wojciechowska • 
Kalie Alicia Wadsworth Ryan Paul Weissmuller• Dana Michelle Wojcik· u.. 
Lisa K. Wagner Michael Weldon· Emilia Katarina Wolf• 0 Jill Lindsay Wait• Andrew Justin Weller Kristin Bryce Wolfe* 
Brian M. Walker Marcus W. Wells Katherine L. Wolfson• I-
Donald William Walker Robert Wells IV Charles Wood· z Eric Wallace Matthew J Wendeln James Wood 
UJ Katherine Elizabeth Wallace Melissa Anne Werderitch' Nicholas James Woodrow• 
Kaylin M. Wallenberg Adam G Werlinger• Christian Piers Woodruff• ~ Nichole Michele Walliser Philip Wesner Reginald Larnell Woods UJ James Ryan Walter Timothy Brady Whicker Page Marie Wooldndge (.) Charles S Walton-Myers Dennis Raymond White Shannon Nicole Worker 
John David Warburton Toni Andrea White Adrienne Mary Wright z 
Erich Christian Ward Tyler Allen Whitecotton Darnell Duane Wright UJ Lauren Alexandria Ward Duncan James Whitledge Jess Hughes Wright ~ Christopher Walter Wardzala Ryan Brent Wichmann~ Yolanda Sirena Wright 
Adrienne E Ware Devin Wideman-Levin• George Richard ~ Davina L. Ware Christopher R. Wiersema Wundsam Jr. 
Stephanie Anne Warren' Ryan Lee Wiggins Steven M. Yaccino• 0 
Robert T. Washington Catherine S. Wiitanen* Sandra L. Yanez (.) 
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Candidates for the 
POST BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE OF 
MAJOR 2009 
Apollo Baldoz 
Timothy Charles Beckley 
Ellen Barbara Castleberry* 
Calli Michelle Cohn* 
Michael John Critzon 
Daria Zivotic Dokic* 
Kathleen Ann Fanuko* 
Krystan Ann Gogan* 
Suzanne Beth Gowdy* 
Lyle Weston Grezaffi 
Grazyna Grzesnikowska* 
Andrew Wi lliam Haataja 
Luke Halvorsen* 
Traci Joy Heifers* 
Kevin H. Jeong• 
Debra Kayes* 
Christine Knodle* 
Barbara R. Langley 
Chanee Lucas* 
Alefiyah Master* 
Lindsey Mineff* 
Heidi Marie Morazes * 
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Yoonshin Park 
Lucille May Patching* 
Olga Anna Roguska* 
Jaen1ie Rona Santiago* 
Jennifer Marie Shrader* 
*Graduating With Honors 
Columbia College Chicago International Student The Creative and Printing Commencement Composition 
would like to extend most Affairs and Anne E. Services Office By Jessica Hunt 
sincere thanks to the faculty, Foley, Vice President, Mary Forde, Director Performed by the String a, 
staff. students. alumni. Administration Research. Corey Plazak. Quartet and the Columbia 0 
and friends or the College and Planning ror calling Production Coordinator, College Jazz Ensemble 0 
whose hard work and the graduates· names. Abigail Friedman, N talent have made the 2009 Arrangements for the 2009 Graphic Designer Let's Go Crazy 
Commencement possible. Honorees provided by Anita Strejc. By Prince LJ... 
the Office of Institutional Production Technician Performed by the Pop Rock 0 Student Affa,rs and its Office Advancement (Eric Ensemble 
of College-wide Events would Winston. Vice President: Audio Arts and Acoustics Cf) 
also like to extend heartfelt Diana Cazares. Director of Interns Today Cf) 
thanks to the Offices of Event Operations: Helen Fred Cortright By Brittany Moffit and 
<( 
the President. Institutional Giagkou, Events Operations Matthew Lips Juan Galindo 
_J 
Advancement. Campus Coordinator; Joshua Culley- BenJ Kanters. Performed by the Recording 
u Erw1ronment, Business Foster. National Director of Audio Arts and Acoustics and Performance Ensemble and 
Affairs. Academic Affa,rs. Alumni Relations; and Erica Department Chair the Commencement Choir UJ 
and the Provost and the Halleran. Even Operations 
I Deans of the Schools of Fine Administrator.) Arts, Entertainment and September/ Sing a Song 
and Performing Arts. Liberal Media Managment Interns By Maurice White. Al McKay, I-
Arts and Sciences. and ASL- English Interpretation Devan Marie Perine. and Allee Willis LJ... 
Media Arts as well as their Kendra Asche • Lead Intern Arranged by Carey Deadrnan 0 talented faculty and staff David Baareford Christopher Broaddus Performed by U1e 
for the,r special support of Jenna Baugh Ayisha Jaffer Commencement Choir and I-
Manifest 2009. Brianne Deking Nicholas T1parescu the Columbia College Jazz z Jennifer Porter J. Dennis Rich . Arts, Ensemble UJ Commencement 1s produced Suzette Sniegowski • Entertainment and Media 
by the Division of Student Christy Thomas Management Acting Chair Let's Dance ~ 
Affairs (Mark E. Kelly. Vice Duriyah Wilborn By David Bowie UJ 
President; Jill Summers. Carly Flagg-Campbell, Commencement Preshow Performed by the Pop Rock u 
Director or College-wide ASL- English Interpretation Joe Cerqua, Ensemble z Events; and Marvin Cohen. Department Chair Producer/Director UJ Registrar) in cooperation with Steve Hadley, Litlle Bird 
the staff of the Office of the Event Production Associate Producer By Annie Lennox ~ 
President, commencement Charles Gomez, J. Richard Dunscomb, Performed by the Recording and ~ volunteer staff, and the Site Producer Music Department Chair Performance Ensemble and the 
enure Columbia community. Debra Liddell, Commencement Choir 0 
Special thanks to Gigi Stage Manager u 
PoseJpal, Director or 
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Come Fly With Me Jazz Ensemble. and the Trumpets Tenor 
By James Van Heusen and Commencement Choir Larry Bowen Sam Cernigilia 
Sammy Cahn Brandon Graham Jim Lordeman 
Performed by the Columbia Recording and Doug Mccurdy Sy Bar-Sheshet 
College Jazz Ensemble Performance Ensemble Chris Morgan Matisson Voell 
featuring KeJaun Carter Gary Yerkins, Director David Vessella 
Colin Brennan*. Guitar Bass 
Thumping Hearts Anthony Bracco*, Guitar Rhythm Adam Ditt,nan 
By Penal Johnson Charley Coffeen, Keys Anthony Bracco"' Riley Hughes 
Performed by the Penal Juan Galindo, Guitar KeJuan Carter* Brad Kemp 
Johnson and James Carter Garrett McGinn, Bass Rob Dicke* Brandon McKenzie 
Brittany Moffitt, Vocals Ti1n Ipsen 
Optimistic and Piano Spencer Jenich Pop Rock Ensemble 3 
By Radiohead Mike Philpot*, Drun,s Pat Seals Bill Boris, Instructor 
Performed by the Recording Derek Bahr, Guitar 
and Performance Ensen1ble Columbia College Jazz Vocals Ryan Booker, Vocals 
and the Commencement Choir Ensemble KeJuan Carter* Charlie Coffeen, Keyboards 
Scott Hall, Director Brandon Foster,* Vocals 
Waiting For tile World to 3CVJE and the Penal Johnson, Bass 
Change Saxophones Commencement Choir LaShera Moore, Vocals 
By John Mayer Daniel Andrade Mimi Rohlfing, Director Pat Seals, Drwns 
Perforn1ed by the Pop Rock Keenan Foley Tin, Smisek, Vocals 
Ensemble Kevin Decker Soprano and Guitar 
Erick Mateo Ali Arzeni* Claire Stahlecker, Vocals 
Sa1nba def Gringo Alex Marianyi Cassidy Fletcher 
By Gordon Goodwin Yuna Lee String Quartet 
Performed by the Columbia Trombones Nicole Neff Ian Maksin, Cello 
College Jazz Ensemble Alex Cain Christina Pawloski Diane Delin, Violin 
Wilfredo Cadiz Scott Dowd, Viola 
See You in Your Dreams Andy Costello Alto Elizabeth Huffman, Violin 
By Steve Hadley Donald Walker* San,antha Foti 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan Brittany Moffitt Featured Composer 
Perforn1ed by the Pop Rock LaShera Moore Jessica Hunt* 
Ensemble, the Recording Loren Operle 
and Performance Ensemble, Miranda Rae 
the Columbia College 
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Board of Trustees 
Chair 
Allen M. Turner 
Vice Chairs 
Warren K. Chapman, Ph.D. 
Don Jackson 
Marcia Lazar 
Ellen Stone Belie 
Treasurer 
Ralph w. Gidwitz 
Secretary 
John R. Gehron 
President 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
Trustees 
Andrew J.N. Alexander 
William Cellini. Jr. 
Lester Coney 
Steve Devick 
Susan V. Downing 
Allan R. Drebtn. Ph.D. 
Loranne Ehlenbach 
Brent W. Felitlo 
Georgia Fogelson 
Mary Louise Haddad 
Bill L. Hood 
Gary$. Hopmayer 
Chester T. Kamin 
Pamela Kendall-Rijos 
Paul R. Knapp 
Averill Leviton 
Barry A. Mayo 
Daniel E. McLean 
Howard Mendelsohn 
Madeline Murphy Rabb 
Sylvia Neil 
Joseph F. Peyronnin Il l 
Stephen H. Pugh. Esq. 
Michelle Rose11 
Arlen D. Rubin 
Barry M. Sabloff 
Lawrence K. Snider 
Raymond Spencer 
Nancy Tom 
Dempsey J, Travis 
Robert A. Wislow 
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Lifetime Trustees 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 
David S. Solomon. M.D. 
Trustees Emeritus 
Lerone Bennett. Jr. 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 
Victor Skrebneski 
Sydney Smith Gordon 
Honorary Trustee 
Bill Kurtis 
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Senior Administration 
President 
Warrick L. Carter. Ph.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Steven Kapelke 
Vice President, Campus Environment 
Alicia Berg 
Vice President, Business Affairs 
and Chief Financial Officer 
R. Michael DeSalle 
Vice President, 
Administration, Research, and Planning 
Anne E. Foley 
Vice President and General Counsel 
Annice M. Kelly, Esq. 
Vice President, Student Affairs 
Mark Kelly 
Vice President, Academic Affairs 
Louise Love. Ph.D. 
Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Eric V.A. Winston. Ph.D. 
Vice President, Human Resources 
Ellen R. Krutz 
Dean, School of Media Arts 
Doreen Bartoni 
Associate Vice President, 
Academic Research 
and Dean of the Library 
Jo Cates 
Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Deborah Holdstein, Ph.D. 
Dean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Eliza Nichols, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President 
and Dean of Students 
Sharon Wilson-Taylor, Ph.D. 
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Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs 
Tim Bauhs 
Associate Vice President 
and Chief of Staff 
Paul Chiaraval le 
Associate Vice President, 
Development and Alumni Relations 
Kim T. Clement 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs and Controller 
Kevin Doherty 
Associate Vice President, 
Facilities and Construction 
John Kavouris 
Associate Vice President, 
Campus Safety and Security 
Robert Koverman 
Associate Vice President, 
Enrollment Management 
Debra McGrath 
Associate Vice President & CIO, 
Information Technology 
Bernadette McMahon 
Associate Dean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Bill Frederk1ng 
Associate Dean, 
School of Media Arts 
Alton Miller 
Associate Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Neil Pagano, Ph.D. 
Assistant Vice President, 
Academic Technology 
Rebecca Courington 
Assistant Vice President, 
Creative Print Services 
Mary Forde 
Assistant Vice President, 
Academic Support 
Julie Redmond 
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John Wilkin 
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Assistant Dean, 
Student Health and Support 
Beverly Anderson. Ed.D. 
Assistant Dean, 
School of M edia Arts 
Charles Castle 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Development 
Bill Friedman 
Assistant Dean, 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sharon Hekman 
Assistant Dean, 
Budget and Administration 
Angela Lilly 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Life 
Kari Sommers 
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Department Chairs 
The School of Fine 
and Performing Arts 
Art and Design 
Jay Wolke 
Arts, Entertainment, 
and Media Management 
J. Dennis Rich, Ph.D. 
Dance 
Bonnie Brooks 
Dance/ Movement Therapy 
and Counseling 
Susan Imus 
Fiction Writing 
Randall Albers. Ph.D. 
Music 
J. Richard Dunscomb 
Photography 
Bob Thall 
Theater 
Sheldon Patinkin 
Centers and Institutes 
Anchor Graphics 
David Jones. Executive Director 
Center for American Places 
George F. Thompson, Director 
Center for Asian Arts and Media 
Nancy Tom, Executive Director 
The School of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
ASL · English Interpretation 
Carly Flagg·Carnpbell 
Education 
Ava Belisle-Chatterjee, Ph.D. 
English 
Ken Daley, Ph.D. 
Humanities, History, 
and Social Sciences 
Lisa Brock. Ph.D. 
Science and Mathematics 
Constantin Rasinariu. Ph.D. 
Center for Black Music 
Research 
Monica Hairston. Ph.D., 
Executive Director 
Center for Book and Paper Arts 
Steve Woodall. Director 
Center for Community Arts 
Partnerships 
David Flatley, Executive Director 
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The School of Media Arts 
Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Benj Kanters (Acting) 
Film & Video 
Bruce Sheridan 
Interactive Arts and Media 
Annette Barbier 
Interdisciplinary Arts 
Michelle Citron, Ph.D. 
Journalism 
Nancy Day 
Marketing Communication 
Margaret Sullivan 
Radio 
Barbara Calabrese 
Television 
Michael Niederman 
Ellen Stone Belie Institute for 
the Study of Women and 
Gender in the Arts and Media 
Jane Saks. Executive Director 
Institute for Science Education 
and Science Communication 
Zafra Lerman, Ph.D., 
Head, Distinguished Professor 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE CLASS OF 2009 
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Columbia ~ 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
COMMENCEMENT 2009 DVD ORDER FORM 
This 2-hour DVD of Columbia's unique commencement, produced by Columbia Film & Video alums, Samantha 
Sanders and John Farbrother of Green River Films, includes coverage of each student crossing the stage and 
receiving their degree. Shot on digital video and super 8mm film, this is a great keepsake that you and your 
family will appreciate forever. PLEASE NOTE! DVDS WILL SHIP IN SEPTEMBER 2009. 
PLEASE INDICATE THE NUMBER OF DVDS YOU WISH TO ORDER . 
SATURDAY 1:30 PM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
SUNDAY 10:00 AM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
SUNDAY 3:00 PM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
$ _____ TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
0 CASH O PERSONAL CHECK O CREDIT CARO 
FIRST NAME; _____________ _ 
SHIPPING ADDRESS: __ 
BILLING ADDRESS: 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: ------------
EXPIRATION DATE:--------------
SIGNATURE: ----------------
LAST NAME: 
RETURN white copy to the kiosk in the lobby at graduation 
or MA IL to: Graduation Video/ / Columbia College Chicago / / 600 S Michigan Ave/ / Chicago, IL 60605 
or order o N LINE at www.colum.edu/commencement 
